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Student senate under fire; 
Voters to decide fate soon 
By John Doherty 
All UNH undergrads will 
soon have a chance to alter the 
format of the Student Senate. 
When the Student Body Presi-
dential ballots are distributed 
April 17th and 18th they will con-
tain a referendum question ask-
ing, "Do you feel the Student 
Senate of UNH, in its current struc-
ture, adequately and effectively 
represents you?" 
The Student Election Com-
mittee approved the referendum 
question Sunday night. The ques- · · 
ti.on was initially proposed by 
Student Activity Fee Council chair-
person Jonathan Garthwaite. 
The Student Election Com-
mittee is the body of student sena-
tors in charge of enforcing the rules 
of election on campus. Coordina-
tor Beth Clarke explained that 
Garthwaite brought the propsed 
referendum question to Student 
Senate Sunday night, but not 
enough senators were present to 
field a vote. Garthwaite then made 
a presentation to the Election 
Committee which approved th_e 
question. . 
While some senators disap-
prove of the question, others feel 
it's a good w • to better serve the 
students. 
Senator Melinda Lawrence 
feels there is a lot of . discontent 
with the senate in the student be>dy. 
. "This is a good way to gauge 
that," said Lawrence. "We'll only 
get a small percentage of the ·st.u-
dents ( to respond), though." 
The question ~il.l appear on Patrick Fleming, the lawyer who has agreed to fight the $300 tuition 
theballotfollowedby"yes"/'no", . , l,ike for UNH stud.ents. (Mike Pamham, photo). 
• • 'fhese trees outsi4e Hamilton Smith Hall will be sporting new, green 
. leaves rett soon! file hoto . --
and ."Don't know" boxes, which 
are to be checked as the voter·be-
lieves. There will also be space 
provided for students to qualify 
their responses and make sugges-
tions. 
Deame to begin .regime 
as newspaper queen 
Ahappy,happy,lean,mean Laura 
Deame. (Mike Pamham, photo). 
By Bob Durling 
Laura Deame has been 
elected Editor-in-ChiefofThe New 
Hampshire for the 1990-'91 school 
year, capping a dizzying, mete-
oric ride up through the ranks of 
the paper. 
"It's the biggest thrill since 
becoming class milk monitor in 
4th grade," said an obviously 
dazed Deame. 
She will be taking the reins of 
one of the biggest student organi-
zations; she'll be responsible for a 
$120,000 budget and a staff of 
almost 100. She'll pull all-righters 
every Monday and Thursday, and 
wil,l put in as many as 70 hours a 
week on the job while-still trying 
to find time for classes. 
She admits to a bit of trepida-
tion about the position, but is 
confident because there will be a 
lot of good people working with 
her. "I'm not going to be in the 
boat alone/' said Deame. 
Deame is in the process of 
hiring a new staff, and, after an 
exhaustive training process, will 
fully assume power at the start of 
May. 
She has big, bold plans for the 
paper. "I want to make it more of 
an extension of the student's ide-
als for this university.You' re going 
to see a lot more areas of the school 
uncovered," she said, vowing to 
increase the amount of investiga-
tive journalism. "I want it to be 
our paper, not a protected tool of 
the administration." 
~ Deame hopes to have 
monthly inserts dealing with spe-
cial issues on campus, such as 
Women's History Month. She also 
wants to try running a Diversity 
Page, similar in format to the cur-
rent Environmental Page, which 
_would give ·people not generally 
heard from a place to speak out. 
She started writing for the 
paper last spring. She wrote ex-
tensively this fall, and became a 
copy editor, responsi_ble for check-
ing all grammar and spelling in 
the news stories. This semester, 
Deame became Arts Editor, and 
greatly increased the number of 
arts reporters and stories. The Arts 
pages blossomed under her ste-
wardship, frequently reachi_ng 
four or five pages. But the biggest 
thrill in that position was simple-,-
"! got my own ~esk." 
Soon, Dearne will have a 
whole office to herself. 
USNHmaybe 
able to sue state 
By Kathy Haley 
There is a possibility that the 
University System of New Hamp-
shire can sue the state of New 
Hampshire in regards to the re-
cent budget recission imposed by 
the state. 
According to student sena-
tor Jonathan Garthwaite, lawyers 
working on the student suit 
against the university discovered 
that it is possible for a state agency 
to sue"its funding source for breach 
of contract. The university has 
not yet expressed interest in suing 
the state, but students involved in 
the current suit hope to influence 
the university to take action, he 
said. 
The possibility of a suit 
against the state was first an-
nounced by student body presi-
dent candidate Randy Spartich-
ino during a "Meet the Candi-
dates" forum last night. 
"We could have the univer-
sity as our ally in this," Spartich-
ino said of the development. 
If a suit by the university . 
against the state was successful, 
the state would have to refund 
money cut from USNH' s budget, 
Garthwaite said. 
Student organizers of the suit -
plan to hold a press conference 
with their lawyers next week to 
discuss the latest developments 
in the case. 
USNH official~ were not 
available for comment. 
INSIDE: 
Meet the SBP and SBVP 1990-
1991 candidates. Page 3. 
I ' 
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Eliason's ecology .essay earns endowment 
Toluene: terrible toxin! Benzene: bad! Hence, home heating harzardous! 
By San~y Cutshall 
A _ tiny pinhole exists in a 
copper pipe connecting a fuel oil 
source and a residential home. Oil 
slowly leaks into the ground wa-
ter and ultimately contaminates 
the drinking water. 
How real is this scenario? 
According to UNH civil engineer-
ing graduate student Pamela Eli-
ason, the potential health hazard 
does exist in areas like New Eng-
land where ground water and · 
home heating oil are both heavily 
relied upon. 
Eliason recently won top 
honors and a $1,000 prize in the 
Fifth Na:tio:r;tal Hazardous Waste 
Essay Competition sponsored by 
the American Society of Civil 
Engineers with a 10-page essay 
dealing with this topic. 
Her essay, "Home Fuel Stor-
. age Systems as an Emerging 
Source of Hazardous Waste Con-
tamination," documents the ex-
isting potential for a significant 
threat both to human health and 
to the environment. 
According to Eliason, corro-
sion often occurs with aging steel 
tanks and copper supply lines. 
The fact that heating oil became a 
popularfuelfollowingWorld War 
II puts many of these systems at 
an age where they may leak and 
cause serious consequences·. 
The N.R Governor's Energy 
Office reports fuel oil is used to 
heat 52 percent of homes in the 
state. 
When these leaks occur, 
. known and suspected carcinogens 
inc;luding benzene, toluene, and 
-=-1: .-5gfNC1E 
xylenes can contaminate wells and 
drinking·water. The health conse-
que:t;1ces are usually from long-
term exposure. Although such \ 
occurrences are rare, it is impor-
tant that homeowners be a ware of 
the possible threat. 
"In an area where acid rain 
occurs (like New England), it 
happens more," said Eliason. She 
said she wrote the essay at least in 
part to try to educate people of the 
risks of this leakage. 
"When, you think of hazard-
ous waste, you think of Super-
fund sites and Love Canal," said 
Eliason according to a UNH press 
release .. Shepointed out that these 
smaller sources of environmental 
pollution are sometimes over-
looked as to their importance. 
In her paper, she also out-
lined cases where it cost thousands 
of dollars to clean up after fuel 
leaked out. In one case, it cost . 
$200,000 for initial cleanup of an 
accidental 500-gallon spill. 
rJ ., . 
Eliason suggests that people 
inventory theiroil usage to see if it 
increases over time, a sign that 
they may have a _ leak. She also 
recommends pressure testing 
tanks.which are over 10 years1old. 
Eliason will be continuing her 
work on this topic by concentrat-
ing her graduate research on the 
topic of treating the ground wa:ter 
contaminated by oil. She will 
spend some of the next year in-
stalling "air-stripping units" irt' 
homes where oil has leaked into 
the ground water. These units 
will act as filters, combining the 
National Hazardous Waste 
Eliason. (Ted Ackman, photo) . 
~?·~ ·· -~ ~~Ul,.:y 
Telescope is set to 
peer space and time 
Cape Canaveral, Fla. - With the launching of the 
Hubble Space Telescope, scheduled for this week, the 
vision of a should be improved tenfold, bringing it into 
focus 5 to 10 trillion objects. Stars at birth and galaxies 
in their infancy, planets of other stars, the age and size 
of the universe will be among the discoveries that 
could come from observations with the telescope over 
the next 15 years. 
. Lobbying steps up on 
military buying 
Washington -Military-contractors, threatened as never 
before by shrinking Pentagon budgets, are respond-
ing with aggressive lobbying to protect weapons 
programs worth hundreds of l?illions of dollars. The 
-industry's heightened sensitivity was illustrated last 
week after an analyst for the Heritage Foundation 
suggested that the Air For,ce re-evaluate two McDon-
nell Douglas aircraft programs. The company retali-
ated quickly, cutting off art annual grant to the conser-
vative research group. 
...... 
contaminated water with air so 
that the volatile compounds are 
taken from the water and left in 
the air which will then be fun-
nelled up so that th~ risk of human · 
exposu-re'is limited. 
Hampshire. Eliason admits this 
system is just transferring the con-
taminant to the air, but it is the 
best solution to t~e problem as of 
now. Thestateisofferingthis'serv-
ice to residents in homes where 
leaks have been discovered. So far, seven of these such air-
strippers have been set up in New 
Judge bars action 
against exhibition 
Cincinnati - A Federal district judge barred local law-
enforcement officials yesterday from shutting down or 
interfering with an art center's showing of photographs by 
Robert Mapplethorpe. The ruling by their judge; Carl B. 
Rubin, came one day after a grand jury indicted the Con-
temporary Art Center and its director on obscenity charges 
and sheriff's deputies temporarily closed the exhibition to 
videotape the photographs for evidence. 
Presidential pardon 
for Poindexter? 
Washington - John M. Poindexter's conviction on five 
felony charges seems likely to thrust President Bush once 
again into the discomforting limelight of the Iran-contra 
affair, this time over the possibility of a Presidential par-
don. Mr. Poindexter's lawyers have not indicated whether 
they will seek such a pardon, and the White House has said 
Mr. Bush will not comment on the verdict. The possibility 
of a pardon has been raised before in the cases of other Iran-
contra defendants. · 
Vigil by Krishnas 
protests award 
,Washington - Members of the International Society of 
Krishna Consciousness have begun a 24-hour vigil 
outside the National Archives, to publicize their con-
tention that a multi-million dollar damage award threat-
ens their right to freedom of religion. Last month, 
Judge James A. Jackman of California superior court 
ordered fiver .Krishna temples, including the group's 
Los Angeles headquarters, to be auctioned off to satisfy 
the award, made to a mother and daughter, Marcia and 
Robin George of Cypress, Calif., in 1983. 
Violent crime· 
up 5%in U~S. 
Washington (AP) - Violent crime in the United States 
rose 5 percent last year, while serious property crimes 
like theft a,nd burglary:rose only 2 percent, according to 
figures released yesterday by-the Federal Bureau of In:-
vestigation. The 3 percent increase in overall crime 
from 1988 to 1989 was the same as the previous year, 
and compares with a 2 percent rise in 1987, a 6 percent 
jump in 1986 and a five percent jump in 1985, the F.B.I. 
said: 
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SBP/ SBVP Candidates meet 
to discuss campus issues 
By Kathy Haley could be cut "until we get back on 
All three Student Body Presi- our feet." 
dent /Vice presidential tickets Vice presidential candidate 
named the budget crisis as their Kirn Varney agreed ~hat depart-
first concern during a "Meet the mental cuts would b~ hard 'to es-
Candidates" forum last night. The cape. "It's not going to get any 
ways, candidates planned · on better; it's not," Varney said. "It's 
dealing with UNH' s budget cri- unrealistic to think that things 
sis,_ however, varied greatly. · aren't going to be cut." 
"W ~ ~ay~ tq ~~.tp~ Ol'.).es:"',~q P_resi~ent!al c_~n~i?a!e ~andy , 
decide what goes," said SBP can- Spartichino disagr~ed .with the, 
didate Brian McCabe of what he ' other candidates ©n,the necessity I 
considers to be inevitable cuts in of cutting student services. "To say 
u.piversity departments. that we are going to cut (student 
''There are areas that can be services) first is the wrong way to 
cut,"saidMcCabe'srunningrnate go about it," he said. "At every _ 
Anne Marie Elek. "We do need _ level there is fat to1 be trimmed." 
soine of those ~ffices (USNH Spartichino_ sip.gled out such 
administrative positions), but items as a fund us~d for the pur-
soine are overlapped and we can chasing of antique~ as areas that 
cut there." Elek also mentioned should be cut bef6re university 
research as an area where funds services. 
Spartichino's running mate 
Andy Seale spoke of the need for 
their proposed 14 point plan to 
increase the sen~e of community 
on campus. ''This campus is one 
of the most apathetic campuses 
I've ever seen," Seale said. Thei 
plan would be overseen by a 
committee of students represent• 
ing all aspects of the student body, 
he said. · 
Another issue addressed in 
the forum was the referendum 
which will appear on the ballot! 
next week. Students will vote or 
whether or not . they believe thE 
senate represents their concerm 
adequately. 
If students decide · that thE 
senate does not represent therr 
"it's going to be like taking over, 
sinking ship,_" said Spartichino 
Other than streamlining the sen 
ate by cutting it down, there h 
nothing that can be done to chang, 
the situation, he said. The . vob 
will be more of a measure of th, 
past senate leadership, not of th, 
senate as an organization, h, 
added. 
Elek stressed that she anc 
McCabe had planned to study anc 
restructure the senate before th1 
question of the referendum eve1 
came up. 
, Vamey responded to th, 
problem by saying that the senate A protester scales the fence at Seabrook.(Blaise Masse, photo). 
may be too large. She added, ,, . ' 
ihowever,that~hE;!·g_idpotwa~tto 'Protesters dem·onstrate 
cut people fr,orn ,the senate,JJUS.t 1 • - • 
spae~f;r%:~i~:-~:~:,d~u~~:m -,. at Se,abrook -Station ). 
housing ordinances and parking By April Treshin:sky Jacobs lems, that's our best publicity, "_ 
were issues also addressed by the Protesters at Seabrook Nu- said Clamshell Alliance protestor 
candidates. The final Meet the - clear Power Plant Saturday waved Peter Brodeur of Concord, NH. 
Candidates forums will be held flags touting anti,,.nuclear slogans According to plant spokes-:-
tonight a~ Devine Niche and to- and scaled the fence where they man Rob Williams, these incidents -
morrow at Williamson Hall aero- / kl were quic y taken into custody are a natural part of the power 
bics room. Both will begin at 8 by police and removed from the ascension program the plant 
p.rn. site. undertakes as part of qualifying 
Undergrad stabbed in 
attempt . to foil thieVes; 
While protesto:rs have re- for its full-power license. 
mained loyal to the anti-nuclear Williams said the plant's 
cause at Seabrook Station for two problemswiththeturbinesarepart 
decades, an incident which in- of the maintenance process the 
volved turbines at the plant on plant follows, ,and recognized the , 
Thursday, March 28, and caused incident as one which would be 
it to shut · down, served to fuel seized by opponents of Seabrook., 
alcohol violations abound 
By Ellen Harris 
A 19 year old male UNH 
student was stabbed at 4 a.m. 
Friday .as he tried to prevent 
thieves from breaking irto a car; 
according to Kim Billings of the 
UNH News Bureau. 
· The man was treated and 
released from university heath 
services on Friday morning. He 
was stabbed in the abdomen, but 
the in juries were described as "not 
serious" and did not require 
stitches, according to Billings. The 
victim wished not to be identi.: 
fled. 
Billings said that the man was 
out for a walk in the lower q:uad 
parking lot area when he saw 
thieves breaking into a car. She 
_ added that he was stabbed by the · 
,hieves, who then ran. 
Nothing was stolen from the 
ma.n, and the assault was not 
se~ual in nature, according to 
police. 
· . According to a Friday mom::: 
ing article in Foster's Daily Demo-
,...,_,,, ,a..l,...,.. _,._,:_.,.. ""'•P4' ·.,." ...... f"-n_.,..,. 
and are still investigating the as-
sault. · 
In addition to this incident of 
violence, Durham police reported 
14 arrests since last Wednesday. 
Karen Gerornini, of Dover, 
NH, was arrested for DWI on Sat-
urday. She was released on $500 
personal recognizance. 
David Greenwood~ of Dur-
ham, was arrested for. criminal 
trespassing and released on $500 
personal recognizance. 
Jeffrey Little, of 430 Stoke Hall, 
and Wendy Stickney, of 202 Wil-
liamson Hall, were arrested .in 
separate incidents for unlawful 
alcohol possession. Both were re-
leased on hand citations. 
Daniel Vanasse, of New-
market, was arrested on Saturday 
for unlawful alcohol possession 
and false reports then released on 
$250 personal recognizance. 
Three students were arrested 
over the_ we.,ekend for operating a 
vehicle after suspension. Sherman 
RP.attv of StokP H.all: Sh.awn 
Clough, ofExeter; and Ernest Fox, 
of Dover, were arrested in sepa-
rate incidents and released on 
hand citations. 
Christopher Jarvis, of Stage-
coach Road, Durham, was arrested 
for prohibited sales; he was re-
leased on a hand citation on Sun-
day. 
Dover resident SarnuelDodge 
Soule, Jr., was released on $250 
personal recognizance after being 
. arrested for disorderly conduct on 
Sunday. 
Sarah Spaulding, of 40 Main · 
Street, and Michael Helett, of 5 
Madbury Road, were arrested for 
noise violations in separate inci-
dents. They were both released on 
hand citations. 
Daphne Chiavars, of 29 
Madbury Roaq, was arrested for 
license. prohibition and released 
on $250 personal recognizance. 
Merrimack resident Kert 
Lydon, was arrested and released 
on a hand citation for an open . 
container violation on Friday. 
their case against safety issues at There will be other times , 
the plant. simiiar problems might occur as 
Acc~r~ ing to an article in . part of the process, predicted Wil-
Foster' s Daily Democrat, plant en- Iiams and added that New Hamp-
gineers later determined the prob- shire Yankee wants people to be 
lem was related to turbine moni- fullyinforrnedabouttheplantand 
tors; not the turbine itself. its operation. 
"If they keep having prob-
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Pepsi will be bartered 
· for ships and vodka 
Lebanese 
Christians ravaged 
_ Soviet Union- In the largest deal ever between Beirut-TheChristiansofLebenon,oncethecountry's 
an American corporation and the Soviet Union, Pep- · unchallengedandaffluentrulers,arenowaminoritybleed-
sicolnc.signedanagreementyesterdaytob.arterPepsi- . ing to death under civil war. Since the end of January, 
Colafor ships and vodka. The accord is valued at more fighting for control of the country's 300-square-mile Chris-
than $3 billion. The deal will greatly expand Pepsi- tian enclave has killed more than 900 people wounded 
Cola's availabilitx_ in the Soviet Union. And for the first 3,000 and forced about 300,000 to flee abroad. The fighting 
time, Pepsico will take out its profits not just in the form has left the remaining 1.5 million Christhms in an even 
ofStolichnaya Vodka,butinoceangoingfreightersand weaker position in their struggle for political power with 
tankers as well. · the nation's 2 million Muslims, now the majority in a nation 
Christian party takes 
lead in Hungary 
Budapest - The Hungarian Democratic Forum, 
a conservative party, emerged tonight with a decisive 
lead in the final round of elections for Hungary's . 
Parliament, guaranteeing it the dominant rol_e in the 
country's first freely elected government in 43 years. 
With more than half the seats in the 386-member Par-
liament decided, the forum was well ahead of its chief 
rival, the liberal Alliance of Free Democrats, in dis-
tricts, the forum had won 148; the Free Democrats 
trailed with 69 seats. 
of 3.5 million. 
Vargas Llosa appears 
victor in Peru 
Lima, Peru -The novelist Mario Vargas Llosa ap-
peared to have finished first place yesterday in a presiden-
tial election clouded by terrorist threats and charges of vote 
fraud, unofficial projections indicated. But a darkhorse 
_challenger, Albertto Fujimori, cut deeply into support for 
the internationally known writer and appeared to have 
forced a two-man runoff. In Peru's last presidential elec-
tion, in 1985, the runner-up conceded defeat, allowing 
Alan Garcia, the current President, to take office without a 
runoff. 
Link sought in North 
Se~ ferry fires 
Oslo - Opening an arson investigation into the 
ferry fire on Saturday that killed as many as 135 
people, the Norwegian police said yesterday that they 
were checking fore links between the predawn blaze· 
and earlier North Sea ferry fires, at least one of which 
, w~s deliberately set. The Assistant Chief of Police, 
Magnar Aukrust, said the authorities began examin-
ing arson as a possible case after the captain, members 
of the crew and some passengers of the Scandanvian 
Star said they believed the fire was set deliberately. 
Burmese ferry sank in 
gale, survivor says 
_ Yangon, Myanmar (AP) -A passenger rescued 
from a Burmese ferry that sank with about 2-jO people 
aboard said the boat went down minutes after being 
hit by gale-force winds, a Government-owned news .. 
paper reported yesterday: At lest 30 people drowned 
and as many as 180 others were kissing and feared 
dead after the double-decker ferry overturned on Fri-
day afternoon in the Gyaing River, radio reports said. 
EARN $300, $400, '$500 
U, A ·WEE·K'· .·: ·g 
MA,MA . L'EO·· ~7E'S at · · · 1 ;\J . · ·. 
-'RESTAURANT 
(Hampton Beach's busiest & favorite restaurant ... a GREAT place to work this summer!) 
·Mama Leone's· is located in Hillcrest Hotel (across from children's playground, Hampton Beach, NH) 
COME IN .AND ·APPLY! · 
Saturday and Sunday, WAITRESSES & WAITERS 
April 7th & 8th or April 14th & 15th NEEDED PRE-SEASON 
between 11:00am and ~:00pm _ WEEKENDS 
1 or call Gus for an appointment at 926-5576 
** Come early and get yourself situated-for this summer!** 
················~--··········~···················~····· 
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Effectiveness of police 
merger · investigated 
. By April Treshinsky Jacobs attempt"tosee what we can come 
In a meeting in Hamilton up with" to improve the workin-
Smith Hall Monday evening Dur- grelationship between the two 
ham Town Administrator Ralph d.epartments. 
Freedman and UNH director of One·of the possible outcomes 
Environme~tal and Public Safety of the study addressed wasareor-
Steve Larson addressed the issues ganization of the two departments 
surrounding a study being con- which would include the consoli-
ducted on effectiveness within the d.ation of the two forces, accord-
UNH and Durham PoHce Depart- ing to Larson. 
ments. A consolidated force, accord-
The stud yis being conducted ing to Freedman, would eliminate · 
with the research arm of the Inter- some of the problems experienced 
national Association of Chiefs of by a small community with two 
Police (IACP). Results from the separatepoliceforces,suchas"turf 
study will be finished by the end problems." 
of May and will be made available Both Larson and Freedman 
to the public, according to Freed- stressed thatthe proposal of merg-
man. ing or consolidating the depart-
The study will explore the ments is purely theoretical and 
effectiveness of each department that no decisions have been made 
and its ability to serve the commu- yet. 
nity. It will also include an analy- Students at the meeting 
sis of the working relationship brought up several issues of con-
between the departments, said cem, such as the separate legal 
Freedman. systems imposed on and off cam-
According to student body _ pus. 
president .candidate Randy Spar- · If the UNH police department 
tichino, that working relationship was eliminated, a student might 
is being called under fire by In- possibly face charges in both a 
terimPresidentGusKinnearwho, court of law and the university 
Spartichino alleges, does not ap- judicial system. 
predate the university police Accordingto Freedman, these 
department. kinds of legal moves would be 
Sparticnino said · Kinnear specifically addressed should 
called the university police, "a changes be mac;le. 
bunch of gun-toting Rambos rid- Latson said, the university 
ingaroundcampusin patrol cars." police are deputized by the town 
Both Larson and Freedman · or Durham, and do not exist as a 
declined to comment on that st_ate- .. l~'Y ~nforcement entity · deri~ing 
ment~ . power from the university. 
Freedril.an called the study an The possibility, therefore, of 
the university police absorbing the 
Durham police department would 
be unlikely, according to Freed-
man, and probably impossible 
under NH statutes. 
Student body president Mike 
· Desmarais said, "I think the uni-
versity police force does a much 
better job of dealing with students 
and I'm concerned about losing 
that force." 
A number of people present 
at the meeting cited incidents with 
Durham Police in which they felt 
theyweretreated unfairly because 
they were members of the univer-
sity community. 
· Diane A. Bradway cited an 
incident in which the Durham 
police department failed . to re-
spond properly to her call con-
cerning a possible trespasser in 
her home. Freedman said that he 
found the concerns valid, but also 
that over 90% of Durham police 
department calls after 7:00 p.m. 
deal with university s(udents. 
Desmarais, however, also 
not¢ that UNH police involve 
themselves in the every day cam-
pus life - such as educational 
programs. He said the UNH po-
lice cooperate and respect students 
on campus. 
"We need a university police 
force here in tune with the needs 
of a university community," he 
said. 
, '\. ii._Spart~chino __ also said that the 
leveliof sensiti vi W to cam pus-needs 
are best met by a '"force-with their 
needs in mind." 
. . . THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO · 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
And they're both repre--" 
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
not the exception. The gold bar 
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, 
Clifton, NJ 07015. . : . 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
WouUyou 
{i~ to put in 
a persona{ or 
· a dassified? 




or call 862-1323 
FRENCH FILM SERIES - "Au Revoir Les Enfants." Richards Audito-
rium, Murkland, 7 p.m., $2. 
SIDORE LECTURE SERIES - "Fundamentalism: A Summing-Up," 
HarveyG.Cox, VictorS.Thomas,Prof.ofDivinity,Harvard University's 
Divinity School. Alumni Center, 7:30 p.m. 
MUSICAL - "Goblin Market," a two-women musical b_ased on the 
poem by Christina Rossetti. Examens relationship between2 Victorian 
sisters and their discovery of sexuality: Sponsored by Mask & Dagger. 
Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m., $3. 
NI CHE COFFEE HOUSE - Tim Pirizolli, singer/ songwriter from 
Seacoast will be performing. 7L_Niche, Devine, 8:30 p.m. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 13 
GCX)D FRIDAY 
MUSICAL - "Goblin Market," a .two-women musical based on the 
poem by Christina Rossetti. (See 4/12) Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 
8p.m.,$3. 
TUESDAY; APRIL 10 
PASSOVER 
WOMEN'S STUDIES VIDEO SERIES - "Goodness Remembered.' 
Evidence from Prehistoric goddess cultures provide the basis fo 
considering the nature of women's spirituality today. Hillsborough 
Sullivan Room, MUB, 12:30-2 p.m. 
LECTURE - "Acid Rain, Global Warming and Other Threats to_Ou 
World Environment," Tom MacMillan. Room L103, Parsons, 12:4 
p.m., free, open to public. Reception follows, 1:45 to 2:30 p.m. 
ART GALLERIES TALK - "Considerations for-Observers ·of Post 
Darkroom Altered Photographic Prints," William Parker, Universit 
of Conn. Professor Art & History of Photography. Room M222-23 
Paul Arts, 4:30 p.m., free, open !O public. 
RUSSIAN FILM SERIES - "Little Vera." Richards . Auditorium 
Murkland, 7 p.m., $1. 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11 
JUNIOR INTRODUCTION PROGRAM - Granite State Room, MUB 
10-a. 2 p. 
18TH CENTURY SEMINAR - Michail DePorte, Dept. of English 
Grafton Room, MUB, noon · 
EARTHDAYLECTURE-"TheConversationBiologyandOldGrowt 
Forests." Daniel S. Simberloff, Dept. of Biological Sciences, Florid 
State University. Sponsored by The College of Life Sciences · 
Agriculture. Room 110, _Murkland, noon to 1 p.m. 
IDDLES LECTURE SERIES- "Biogeoorganometallic Chemistry: Base 
for needed Crustal Biotechnology," Dr. Frederick E. Brinckman 
National Institute of Standards & Technology. Sponsored by Dept. o 
Chemistry. Parsons, 4 p.m. 
.LECTURE/FILM - ''Biko: Breaking th~ Silence." Apartheid is Na 
· zism. African National Congress member MasiloMabeta speaks o 
the truth about apartheid. Sponsored by GAIA:'' Room 4, Horton, 7:3 
p.m. 
FRENCH FILM SERIES-" Au Revoir Les Etlfants." Rich;uds Audito 
rium, Murklnad, 4:30 p.m., $2. 
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES - Christopher Kies, piano. Johnso 
Theater, 8 p.m. 
THURSDAY, APRIL 12 
COUNSELING CONFERENCE-Sponsored by Graduate Students i 
· Counseling/Dept. ofEducation. Key~ote address: 
11 An Evolutionar 
View of Wholistic C_ounseling," by Linda Marks, MSM. Alumn 
Center, 8 a;m. to 4:45 p.m. Preregistration required: Information: 862 
3737. 
IDDLES LECTURE SERIES- "Molecular Speciation of Bioactive Metal 
Forms Diagnostic & Predictive Roles for Environmental Chemistry,' 
Dr. Frederick E. Brinckman, National Institute of Standards an 
Technology. Sponsored by Dept. of Chemistry. Parsons, 11 a.111. 
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES-Slide show /lecture, "Fran 
Lloyd Wright and the Zimmerman House," Michael Komanecky 
curator, Currier Gallery of Art. Paul Arts, noon, free, open to public 
IPSSR COJ_,LOQUIUM - "Keeping Japan Green: Polocies for Ope 
Space & Forest Protection in an Urbanizing Environment." Te 
Howard, Forest Resources. Room 301, Sci/Eng Bld, 12:40 p.m. 
LECTURE - "Famine in Ethiopia-Again?" Robert Buchanan, Hor 
of Africa Regional ·coordinator for Oxfam America. Sponsored b 
Babcock House Council. Room 212, McConnell, 12:40-2 p.m. 
~OMEN'S LACROSSE - vs. Bost~n College, 3 p.m. 
DISCUSSION - ''Women's Issues in Literature." Bring material 
· weekly theme; male and female authors encouraged. Sponsored b 
Women's Issues Resource Center. Cheshire Room, MUB, 7 p.m. 
Information: 862-4504. 
EARTH DAY PANEL DICUSSION - "Issues Facing North America 
Forests." Reps from American Loggers Solidarity Union, Earth First! 
US Forest Service, The Nature Conservancy, The Multiple Use Assoc 
The Wilderness Society, a private p~per company and 2 UNH prof es 
sors. Granite State Rc,lOm, MUB, 7,-.9 p.m.. ' 
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Define Scoop. 
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• .C_i; .. 
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. ,,, 
is looking for a . 
CIRCULATION ·• 
MANAGER 
applications available in Room 110B, MUB 
application deadline is April 11th 
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CAREER 
CHOOSING AMAJOR WORKSHOP: Not sure 
what to major in at UNH? Workshop will help 
focus your interests and link it to possible majors 
offered at UNH. Sign-up in 203 Huddleston Hall 
for one of the following sessions: Wed., April 11, 
9-i 1 a.m.; Tues., April 17, 9-11 a.m.; Thurs., April 
19, 3-5 p.m.; Wed., April 25, 10-noon. _ 
INTRODUCTORY PROGRAM FOR JUNIORS: 
Get ready for senior year and planning your 
(:areer. Topics include: summer jobs/intern-
ships, graduate school and inaking the most of 
your senior year. Wednesday, April 11, Granite 
State Room, MUB, 4-4:45 p.m. or 7-7:45 p.m. 
GENERAL 
PAGEl 
FACULTY /STUDENT WINE/CHEESE SO-
CIAL: All faculty invited to have a snack and 
learn about the Mortar Board Senior Honor So-
ciety. Thursday, April 12, main dining room, 
Hood House, 4-6 ,p:m. 
HEALTH 
AA MEETINGS: Sessions open only to those 
"who have a desire to stop drinking." Monday-
Friday, Health Services, noon to 1 p.m. 
ACOA MEETINGS: Fridays, Conference Room 
#201A, Health Service Center, 1-2 p.m. 
"The Global Ocean" 
chronicles seas' demise 
SMOKERS' SUPPORT GROUP: Come and talk 
PAT PROFESSIONAL SERVICE A WARD about it! Wednesday, Resource Room, #249, 
NOMINATIONS: Being accepted through Fri- Health Service Center, 12-1. p.m. 
day, April 13. Return nomination form to Stepha-
- nie Thomas, Chair, Professional Service A ward 
Cousteau Society presentation 
Committee, Registrar's Office. MEETINGS 
-held as part of Earth Day 1990 
By Sean Carroll _ smaller fish. They have now 
UNH presented The Global reached the point of diminishing 
Ocean, a lecture and slide show - returns, reduced to taking fish so 
from the Cousteau Society last young that they haven't even 
night as part of its month-long reached reproductive age, said 
Earth Day 1990 celebration. Brown. They are, in a sense, using 
STUDENTS FOR CHOICE MEETINGS: Don't 
STUDENTS FOR CHOICE BAKE SALE: Lots of take women's reproductive rights for granted! 
goodies and a great place to find out information Come join other students for the political fight. 
about abortion rights. Mondays, outside MUB Mondaynights,Room42,Ham-Smith,7:30p.m. 
Pub, 10 a.m. until sold out. 
Cousteau Society lecturer up the principal instead of the 
David Brown gave an hour and a interest. 
,,, halflecturetoafilledGraniteState This example is easy to dis-
.Room·. He stressed theiinport_ance miss as being the foolishness of a 
of seeing the ocean and the world's less-developed country. Unfortu-
. -rivers and waterways as "a single nately, Brown pointed out, the 
unified system." · · problem with technology is that 
Brown, a Cornell University with it comes increased responsi-
grad uate and member of the bility.Industrialized countries can 
Cousteau Sodety for six years, destroy environments on a far 
presented a first hand perspective more massive scale.. 
of the threats to our "World 'The Exxon Va\dez accident, 
Ocean." The three main problems which the Cousteau'Society spent 
facing our waters these days, ac- eight months documenting, de-
cording to Brown, are mechanical stroyed 1,100 miles of intertidal 
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 
INF'ORMA TION: Officers for the UNH Chapter 
will be available to answer questions and pro-
vide information about the society. April 10 and 
12, Table, Main ~evel, MUB, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
A STUDY OF INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE: Spon-
sored by United Campus Ministry to UNH. 
"Words that Hurt/Words That Heal," a study of 
our language and how it shapes our perception 
of reality and forms society's prejudices. Tues-
day, April 10, Waysmeet Protestant · Center, 7 
p.m. 
destructionofenvironments,over- zone. Our level of technology ing oil tanker wrecks could have 
fishing a:i;id pollution; makes it possible for us to fill vast been avoided or significantly re-
WOMEN'S ISSUES RESOURCE CENTER 
WEEKLY MEETING: · Will be talking about · 
upcoming events inclu~iing a Rape Discussion 
_ Group, a Feminism discussion group, and other 
important events. Come get involved, or just 
listen! Women and men welcome. Tuesday, 
April 10, Coos Rm. MUB, 7 p.m. 
1 
MORTAR BOARD MEEfING: Members urged 
to attend meeting in library Wednesday and 
come to social Thursday. this is our big event! 
Wednesday, April 11, Rm. 9A, Dimond Li-
brary, 7:30 p.m. 
SUMMER,TOB 
Butthe mostdangerousthing tankers with oil. Yet, said Brown, duced_ simply by building tankers 
ofall, he added, is to think thatthe when we spill 11,000 gallons of with double -hulls. This is, he 
ocean can be "parcelled off." The crude oil off the shore of Alaska, added, already a requirement of 
point that he kept emphasizing barely a drop in _the ocean com- every kind of shipping except, 
· throughouttheentirepresentation pared with many spills, we find mysteriously,themostpotentially 
was that damage to the oceans that the technology -for cleanups harmful, oil transportation. 
cannot be contained. Damage to · has not changed in twenty years. _ The grim conclusion of this 
- one part of the environment, he He went on to explain that some lecture seems to be that the only 
,explained,damagesthesystemas studies, in fact, show that the realhopeistomakepeopleaware, 
a whole. .cleanup methods used by Exxon, tolearnandeducateuntilpeople's 
Ogunquit summer :Hote[ needs .assistant manager. 
'Varied duties indude front deski reservations, 
gardening.Safary, some tips, room 
provufedShou{d 6e avai{a6{e to mid0cto6er. -
He gave as an example the basically high pressure hot water, attitudes change. This has been 
country of Haiti, which faces this are ineffective. Not only does this · . the goal of Earth Day since its in-
sort ofinterlocking env-ironmental not clean the beaches, it actually ception in 1970, and the Cousteau 
overload. Haiti's massive defor- sterilizes them, killing bacteria that Society's purpose for even longer. 
estation, he explained, has led to would, in_ t4me, biodegrade the «"./././././././././/./././././././././././././././././././././~ 
large-scale topsoil erosion. The oil. ~ · · ~ 
topsoil is in turn: polluting the If the Haitians can overfish i -~ ~ 
· watersoffshoreoftheHaitianriver their waters with simple nets, ~•HJ! ' ~ ~ 
-deltas. As Jacques Cousteau has industrialized nations have a far ~ l°'k..- i i •.la• -- i 
said, the rivers are "the arteries of larger capacity for destruction. ~ ~ 
the ocean." This particµlar hard- Brown explained that with corn- ~ - · ~ 
ening of the world's arteries is puter tracking of schools of fish . ~ Fr?m the ~ 
killing the extensive coral reef and monofilament nets, from ~ fnendly ~ 
system just off Haiti's shores, as which nothing can escape, "we i i 
topsoil, normally a valuable re- havethetechnologytocirclewhole ~ - ' folks in The ~ 
source, becomes a pollutant in the populations, virtuallyvacuuming i . New i 
ocean. whole areas of the ocean." "" i 
And the chain does not end . Brownsaidthatouronlyhope ~ Hampshire ~ 
there.The Haitians, whohavelost is to use our technology to find . ~ Graphics ! 
so much of their topsoil and agri- ways to pr:>tect our oceans and i i 
cultural potential, are forced to our environments as a whole. In ~ Depdrtment ~ 
depend much too heavily on fish- manycasestheknowledgealready ~ ~ 
ing, according to Brown. In order exists. One estimate he cited said ~ -=iiili&l!!!!iiiiiiii!!~ ~ 
to keep from starving, he said, that 97 percent of all the devastat- i , -~ r"/L/L/L/L/L/L/L/L/L/L/L/L/L/LU/LL 
they must keep smaller and 
Call (207)363-6566 or (207)646-8801 - · 
or write to: _ , -at· '-l."' 
Marginal Way House Box 697 
_ · Ogunquit, ME 03907 - n 
RAIN 
Son of Soul Train, ' 
Thursdays, 11 pm-2am · 
Get Funked, Brothers and Sisters ... 
Ride the Train! 
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-"Store· You;r Stuff With Us" 
-Mini-Bins,.outside ~nd inside_ -
· vehicle storage. 
SPECIAL PRICE UNH 
SUMMER STORAGE 
.:llllla AVAILABLE _ . 





Have fun worki'ng 









for you~ hometown 
outlet. ' 
. College Pro. 
v-
. .... _ - ..• ... . 
•·  et•l61:41;t#l~!l-W:f 
·-1r9- - _ _MERCHANTS -
L -_- __ . -_- ·_ . . S':'LES-LEASIN~•~:ENTALS , 
-._ --~ ~ : Miles Ahead In Quafuv. · 
ECONOMY (NY 
DODGE 15 PASSENGER VANS - - . _ · ·$24-. 95 
,..., t "$~~;~5~-~ • v .,e,·sa.7/.,e,·dar,' •· - 1_✓ , -
-RENTAL RATES~ . . Daily 
. Economy 24.95 
Mid Size - 28.95 
Fill Size 32. 95 
Satio.n Wagons* 39.95 
Mini Vahs 49.95 
Cargo Vans* . 44.95 
15 Passengers 6"9.95 










-WEEKEND s'TA.RT1NG$59 95 
SPECIALS A.'t • 
-RATES INCLUDE-
✓Pick-Up & Delivery ✓Unlimited 
Mileage within New England ,✓ 18-20 
year olds- 25% Surcharge Applies 
✓Must Have Full Coverage Insurance 
All New 1989-1990 Fuel Efficient Models 




-G) V SILVERST. 
EX IT BE [ 
SPAULDING 
MAKE RESERVATIONS_ EARLY -
Located at 
THE FRIENDSHIP INN 
Silver Street & Spaulding Turnpike 
- (EXIT BE) 
- DOVER 
742-21.27 
• Some Models-Slightly Higher, Rates Subject to Cp.ange 
r--~--- ----- -- ----------1 
1 Yes, I want to spark my.imagination this summer! · t 
!=~------~~-------' 
I 
= :=-,;------,---~------"------,,.........,_- ,:---,,,-- ---,-. - I 
' I 
STATE ZIP -, 
I Send this coupon to Northeastern Univer~ity, University College,· P.O.'Box _ .. · 1 
I .154,B0ston,MA02117-0154,orcall617-437-2400. 1 _ UNH' I 
: /lJ. Nort~eCIStem University -- . . '' ,- An equal d;~rtunityl :. 
L _ ' __ Part-time Undergraduat.e Programs ___ · -: · _ _ affirmative·action univefsity:J 
UNH 
Athl6te 
• . ~ ' i 1 . . 
of the" 
Week 
. ' ' 




S P O R T S 
38 Main Street 
_ Durham,NH 
03824 
Name: DINA PETERSON 
Baltimore, Maryland 
-Sport: GYMNASTICS 
Dina led the UNH gymnastics team to a 
fifth place' finish at the NCAA Northeast · 
Regionals over the past weekend as she 
took third place on vault ·with a -
season-high score of 9.55. With that 
finish, Dina earned All-Northeast 
honors in the final meet of her career. 
The senior tri-captain also turned in a 
fine perfomance on beam as she scored a 
9.30 to finish seventh in that event. 
Dina has been one of the Wildcats' most 
steady performers this year as UNH 
established a new team scoring record of 
186.50, recorded a 9-7 mark, andook 
third in the ECAC Championships. Dina 
set two career-high marks this year, 
. including a 9.55 on beam and a 9.5Glm 
floor. She also holds a career-high mark 
of 9.60 on vault. 
Look for the ''Athle.te of the Week" every 
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire 
')·· .. 
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Upward 'BC>und director 
heeds his own advice 
By John Doherty at building confidence, self-esteem 
Matt Lamstein is heeding the and promoting higher education. 
advice he's been giving high school During the summer, about 80 New 
stude.nts tor .years; he's taking a Hampshire high school students 
risk. He doe.s not know what he · . spend . six weeks on the UNH 
will be doing, where, or even if he cam pus and participate in a rigor-
will be working when he leaves ous academic program. They also 
UNH's .Upward Bound program attend career counseling and per-
in June. SQnaJ motivation workshops. · 
"I'm free-falling," says Lam- Offen times, Upward Bound 
stein, explaining his resignation. is ·confused with the outdoor 
"I have a couple of things in the adventure program Out\-\Tatd 
works, but nothing definite, noth- Bound, and Lamsteiri says that 
ing solid. I teach my students to outdoor activities are a large part 
take risks and now I am too." of the Upward Bound experience; 
For ten years the sunny sec- they teach students to take risks. 
ond-flooroffice in Robinson House When Lam stein speaks of the 
has been a home for Lamstein. program and its value, his words 
Since January 1980, Lam stein has ·are strong and convincing. He is a 
been the director of Upward firm believer in what he has spent 
Bound_:__ a program that reaches · hi_s years doing and one can't help 
out to . low-income hjgh school but wonder why it is he is choos-
~tudents and tries to improve their ing to leave. 
.chances of going on to higher "I don't think UNH has taken 
education. The slightly unkempt advantage of me in a positive 
room is aqorned with memora- way," explains Lamstein. "If UNH 
bilia from his decade in Durham: were serious about building a 
posters announcing now distanf diverse population, there was a 
events, se.rvice awards, plaques lot I could have done." 
and words of encouragement to ·· Over the years, Lamstein has 
and from students. built an expansive and intricate 
"It (Upward Bound) has network of contacts in his field. 
never had high visibility," mused Upward Bound is one of. three . 
Lamstein. ''But the people who organizations grouped under the 
are famifo)r with it have a high title ''TRIO'' programs. TASkand 
regard for it." the Educational Talent Search are 
Lamstein maintains that the- also TRIO programs and all are 
Upward Bound program is im:- aimed -at providing educational 
portant}or Jhe fulfijlment of th~ , opportunities. The~ a~~over lS00 
academfc mission of UNH. · . TRIO programs across the coun-
"It's significant in that it adds try pn 900 college and University 
to the education of those DNI-i campuses. 
students who involve themselves ''These programs are the last 
in it - students who are aiming at a vestiges of · the war on poverty 
goaHnanyofthe'helping'profes- from 1965," explains Lamstein. 
sions. The programs attract many mi-
"It alsofocreases the pool of norities in both the '\dministrative 
qualified in-state applicants to and teaching aspec,t, as well as 
U~JH by assisting low income involve many minority high 
students in going on to college. ' school students in the programs. 
"Also,UNHasastateinstitu- The TRIO programs are 
tion has a responsibility to serve united underregionalandnational 
the people of New ·Hampshire - coalitions and Lamstein has been 
not s6lely the students who are president of both the regional and 
enrolled. here: . Upward Bound is national chapters. The coalitions 
represe-ntative of .those efforts." are involved with lobbying con-
Upward Bound targets stu- ·. ··gress in Washington D.C. to keep 
dents in their sophomore year in the money flowing that allows 
highschool. ltinvolvestheminan theseprogramstocontinue. When 
intense, long-term program aimed Lamstein organized the first Na-
tional TRIO day at UNH in 1986, · 
"it was the largest number of 
minorities" Lamstein had -ever 
seen on campus. 
It is the contacts Lamstein 
has made through these activi-
ties that he believes UNH could 
have utilized, if it was serious 
about creating a diverse student 
body . . 
"Diversity isn't just a nice 
idea/' said Lamstein. '~It's a ne-
cessity if UNH is going to be a 
quality educational institution." 
But neglect isn't the only fac-
tor figuring into Lamstein' s de-
parture. · 
'~It seems like all my oppor-
tunities for professional advance-
ment were outside the univer-
sity," said Lamstein. 
All of Lamstein' s feelings 
about UNH are not negative. · 
"It was at UNH tha:t I discov-
ered my career would be in Edu-
cational Opportunity. It's a 
unique professional designation 
and I decided I wanted to do it -
· while I Wai here." . 
Lamstein takes pride in the 
sometimes non-traditional as- , 
pects of his vocation. There are, 
as he's quick to point out, some 
definitely crazy experiences from 
"hanging out" with high school 
students. 
Lani.stein remembers one 
summer when he and · the Up-
wa_rd Bound studen~s thought . · 
they were alone on campus:':.'!_ --_ 
"It was the Fourth of July' 
and nobody was around," says 
Lam.stein. "We were in the 
middle of an enormous 'Capture 
the Flag' game - I mean all over · 
campus. We're .all yelping and . 
hooting. 
"Apparently there was 9ne 
other guy on campus. Gordon 
Haaland (formerUNH president) · 
was in the president's house and 
heard us yelping around his 
house. · 
"I wasn't embarrassed that 
he heard us. I think it character-
izes the dynamic educational 
program of Upward Bound. We 
try to reach kids from every way 
possible." ' 
The Sports Pages 
. are looking for a 
reporter to cover 
the Ski team. 
I nt.erested? 
Contact Heather 
or Kim in Rm.151 in 
the MUB. 
( 
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SUMMER HELP WANTED 
· Ogunquit summer j{ote{ needs 
cliambenna~ds. Wortdai{y, salary}! 
guaranteed tips, room provided. 
Call (207)363-6566 or (207)646-8801 
· or write to: N 
Marginal Way House Box 697 
Ogunquit, ME. 03907 . 
Ill F: p;;;;:~! Ill 
1:1 i!~~:~:~: ~:~:~! Union :1: 
j:j Durham, NH 03824 , :j: 








OPENING THIS SPRING 
*uNH Faculty and Staff Gol f LEAGUE r 
* SpecialIZing in JUNIOR and · 
· BEGINNERGOLF-Programs · * Senior Citizen Day 1t'Ladies Day .:a,f- WILDCAT GOLF SCHOOL .n_ e I ·and more... H 
........ ~or further information call Betty or writt ,,M,, 
11 
.Rte. 108, Stagecoach Rd. 
Durham, NH 03824 . 6 59~6565 
(Located 2 miles south of UNH) 
I'fi{J''E/l('J(YLrr'I Og{Jl.L ~ I LM S'E1(l'ES ¥1(.'ES'Eg{'IS: 
AU REVOIR 
LESENFANTS 
April 11th 4-:30 




Murkland Room 110 
Sponsore.d $y rrfie 'U'J{_:J{ :.Frencfi C{u6 
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My Mom, 
Condoms, 
Puberty and Me. 
HEATHER GRANT 
When I was in elementary school my Mother was a nurse 
at a local college. Back then it meant that we had an endless supply 
of band-aids and Hall's cough drops (the gross menthol lyptus 
kind): But as I grew up and my Mother became a career woman, 
her job description and the number of degrees she had changed. 
Now she is a Health Educator at a major University and has 
somehow earned the name "Condom Carol". 
Back when sex education was a simple "birds and the. 
bees" talk, my Mother was at the forefront of the new, more 
honest, and open "let's sit down and talk about it" method. She 
bought me the book "Where Did I Come From" and sat me down 
for a long talk about becoming a woman, and other fun stuff like 
buying bras. 
Although it meant the world to my Mother at the time, I 
· was quite embarrassed about the whole thing. Those things were 
very boring to me of course. My Mother insisted on taking my sis-
ter and I out to lunch and shopping when we each got our period, 
as "a celebration of our step into womanhood" , but I wanted no 
part of it. I found shopping for "over the shoulder boulder hold-
ers" with my Mother and my sister, who said they were "two rai-
sins on an ironing board" anyway, was a frightening prospect. 
My Father was always very quiet throughout my years 
of puberty. The extent of his sex education was when he told me 
sternly, "You never hit a man in that place! It's a very sensitive 
area!", after I had thrown a temper tantrum and landed a solid 
punch to his balls. 
Since my Mother became a health educator, she has de-
voted her life to promoting a healthy environment for students 
like me. Leave it to my ~other to go overboard. When she first got 
~ the job, she went nuts. She installed condom machines in every 
dorm on the small campus, and that was when the nickname 
"Condom Carol" began spreading faster than I could ever imag-
ine. Now I am ashamed to say that when I was very young I 
thought pregnancy was something that just happened. It's a 
pretty scary thought to have to admit that to my Mother, the 
woman who has dedicated her life to 9ther peopl_e's safe sex. 
Since then, my mother has received several promotions 
and has even changed schools, but the name follows her wherever 
~he goes. Condom Carol has become more adept than the tooth 
fairy, sliding condoms under the pillows of unsuspecting guests 
and even adorning the "penis like" Christmas decorations on our 
tree with condoms. Freshman year, when I received a card from 
Planned Parenthood for Valentine's Day that said "Love Care-
fully", (condom attached of course) I wasn't at all surprised. Now, 
my roommates are always asking ifl got any condoms in the mail. 
Heather Grant, Sports Editor, recently challenged the entire 
staff of The New Hampshire to a condom stretching contest. 
Her Mom's special condoms won. And Heather still tries to 
kick all the b Editors in the nuts. 
1fappy 
'Easter 
From Funny Sunny Bunny! 
t 
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Taxes not included.Restrictions ap-
ply. One ways availaple. Work/Study 
abroad programs. lnt'I Student ID. 
EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON'THE 
SPOT! 
FREE Studeni Travel Ca~alog 
COunal Travel 
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-Desmarais and · Sterndale 
reflect on their year in office 
By Sus~n Mccarter Bo'th Desmarafs and president work at it, renovations 
, · For ' most stud~nls, spring . Sterndale_su.pportthe Affirmative should, start soon. 
break has become a1ifaded mem- , .. Action Plan, ¼'.hicijIWillhelp1.oring . :\Parking, the eternal issµe at 
ot/8/}:j,~Jii _ps\1:ra¢kd-ta~. -This ·> qualified' tttin ority .: i~~ulty and .. ,, UNFI, : was. aJso -,iiddiessed ' by:,, 
could only mean one thing; the students to the -µniv~rsity and Desmarais and Stei'ndale. They 
final stretcl} to the end of-the year work to ·keep then,. here. They fought for, . ·and so far have l;)een , 
has begun.·· For Mike Desrnarai_s believe the university needs to successful at keeping, the exisfing 
and Chris Stern dale, ·it means the become more diversified, but they general parking lots from becom-
end of their -terms as president understand the challenges the ing ·segregatep and thereby re-
and vice-president of the student current financial st~te imposes. striding student parking paces to 
body. When the twd began their only two hundred. They believe 
Although they · both believe term, there was an u! precedented they have made the administra-
that it has been a difficult year for period of violence fo~ campus. tion aware that if they restrict 
the university, they managed to They believe the University re- spaces, they must upgrade the 
achieve t~e goals thatthey set last sponded well to these problem~. public tansportation system. 
Spring. Continuous exposure and educa- In addition, Desmarais and 
Thefirstpriorityofthei:rterm · tion are essential to stopping the Sterndale believe -that the Greek 
\Vas the budget, an issue they had -violen_ce. In their minds, programs system has taken responsibility 
no idea would call for as much such as SHARPP have done an and done many po_sitive things on 
time and energy as it did. Their excellent job. But both believe.that campus·, -including the recent 
main objective was to keep exist- date rape is still _ a problem and Greek God fund-raiser. They be- -
ing academic programs intact. ·shou\d continue to be addressed. lieve that the Greek System _ is a_ 
Academics, theysaid,aretheheart Although they were not able vital part of the University. 
of the university and tbe reason. to implement it, Desmarais and When asked about their im- . 
for being at UNH. To reduce or Sterndale believe that the pro- - pressionsofex-presidentHaaland 
disrupt programs lessen~ the -posed "~irst Year'' course for fresh- and the prospects of a new presi-
quality ofeducation for everyone. · men would be beneficial. This dent,Sterndalesaid, "Historywill 
- By active campaigning, in- class would educate freshmen be kind to him." But as far as find-· 
eluding the February rally and about date rape, substance abuse, ing a successor, he added that "If 
testifying in front of the state leg- and other problems they may face will be difficult to get someone in 
islature, they managed to have the in college. here of high caliber, it's hard to 
proposed recession of 10% cut to One 0£ their most important have academic growth and excel-
only 7.5%. They believe that stu- priorities was student involve- lence with financial problems." 
dents made an impact with the ment· in the deci~ion making proc- Desmarais said he believes "it · 
state legislature. Both believe that ess .. They believe that they have is important that a new president 
residents of New Hampshire m~st accomplished by speaking in front be strong with the state legisla-
vote for representatives who sup- of the trustees and getting the ture, as well as the university 
port education. The problems with studentsactivelylyinvolved in the community." Desmarais believes 
the budget and the cori.tinued newStudentApartmentComplex. thattherewillberoughtimeshere 
growth of the university lie in the An impact was made, and stu- for a few years; morale is low and 
state government. dents showed the administration students are upset. The new presi-
Although the budget was a they are concerned about the de- dent, he said, will have to be active 
major concern, there were other scisions being made. in Concord because UNH can not 
areas, such as diversity and To find funding f9r the.reno- afford anymore cuts. 
women's ·issues .. They managed vation of the MUB basement is a Both agree that UNH contin-
to have the Women's Co:ru.mis- goal that they have just about ues to hold an outstanding aca-
sion, which had been cµt by ex- achieved. Some of the needed demicreputation,butthatthenext 
president Gordon Haaland, re- money has been budgeted, a loan few years will be toug·h. The state 
turned to the budget for next year. from the student activities fee has _ needs to fund education and be-
They believed it was· a valuable been worked out, and gifts ,from lieve in its impottarice so UNH 
program and ate pleased that it _ aluml\i classes are exp~ed. If can hold onto its reputation, they 
will return. next year's president and vice -add. · 
PAGE 7 7 · 
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~SAFE~ .· 
BIDES. 
~;r<e :J®TJJ /<1<ellfJJ1J~ J]oo~rt · . 
({J Ufl(J(J0(1 :@rnrt @I JJ)O(JJr&<BP 
· DON'T DRINK · 
AND DRIVE 
COJJPJEN JLJINJE: 
Wllil ~Jfe ·. J(Q) 1fil ~1re m1 <0> 1t ~R ({))fill (g ~ 
862-3922 . 
Sun-Thurs. 5-10 · 
Tues. 6-10 
. UNH Gay/ Lesbian/ 
. Bisexual-,-Hotline . 
· . ·~ ~ g;itndet{ 69 P~O r· · · : • . ~:;- -- . 
CALL SAFE RIDES! 
. ' .. · . 
. . 
. '\ 
Fridays & Saturdays _··. 
. .. . .. 10pm-2am · .. ·. '. 
, l · ' .. , . . ', _ . _ 'f1 -. 8'62 1·4 :14 . - ." ..... ~-; . . . · .. ·. ~ • ·-. . . --_ ~ · .. : . . :.:· t :_ . 
. :'..:L:· ,; ;_"~ j : ~~ ;·_.,-"!- ,t,'" ·.;;:~j_ .~ ':t.:;L-s .r: 
.- ~ , ' . l > • ~• • 
iTheNew· Hamp,hire · > . 
~is lo_oking for a lit 
· _ Business Manager 
··· • great.business experience • · looks good on a resume~ .·. · · 
• compensated position 
. applications and moreinformaticm available .· 
· in room 110B, MUB . · 
. . 
Application Deadline: A['ril 11th 
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Van Ummersen defends 
university system of NH 
'- . 
• ® 
Win the computer you 
need to succeed in the 
real world and a chance 
By Steve Ruhm 
The University System of New Hamp-
shire and Chancellor Claire Van Ummersen 
have become scapegoats for in-state students 
opposing the retroactive tuition hike earlier 
this semester. 
The $300 additional tuition bill was es-
tablished to offset the $5.6 million reduction 
in State funding last February. 
Having responded to reduced _state 
support with the tuition increase, USNH · 
~mp~oyees became the focus of controversy 
when it was learned their paychecks increased 
at the rate of 40% over the last five years. At 
the same time, many believe, the need for 
cuts in the system have also risen. 
Students are now looking to the USNH 
which serves UNH, UNH at Manchester, 
Keene State College, Plymouth State College, 
and the School for Lifelong Learning to make 
reductions within their own system. In addi-
tion, students paying for their own education 
have little sympathy for the well-paid <;1d-
ministration, according to student body presi-
dential candidate 
Randy Spartichino. 
USNH employs 141 people, and is es-
sentially the administrative brain behind the 
entire New Hampshire system of higher 
education. They'-are responsible for every-
thing from payrolls and purchasing to budget 
design and passage. 
The USNH has an essential role in uni-
versity plain1;ing and administration, accord-
ing to Van Ummersen. However, said Spar-
tichino, when the entire university is under 
financial pressure, the students should not be 
the first hit. He feels the people at the top 
must also be willing to sacrifice. 
Spartichino's argument is not that the 
USNH is unnecessary, but that the increase 
in their pay is unethical at a time when the 
school needs to cutback 
Van Ummersen said the Board met re-
peatedly in efforts to best resolve the cuts in 
educational funding. She said a legal council 
stated that a retroactive tuition hike was 
within the legal rights of the board. to use it there. The Board of Trustees eventually met a 
compromise, said Van Ummersen. _ Not 
wanting to resolve the problem by simply 
slashing programs and classes, they decided 
to split the deficit by cutting any excess from 
the budget, and by increasing the in-state 
tuition. 
'fry a Macintosh® and enter Apfle's Real World Sweepstakes. 
You could win a week at one o these leading orgaruzations 
. and a Macintosh computer. _ _·.: · · 
Enter April 16th .- May 4th at the 
University Technology C.cntcr - Thompson Hall, Room 14 A 
Houn: Mon. - Fri. 9 am - 3 pm, 862-13~ or 800-24S-m3 
By doing this they were able to avoid 
eliminating classes that seniors needed to fill 
graduation requirements~ Van Ummersen 
stressed that the tuition raise "was not a de-
cision the Trustees made lightly." She said 
the Board sought to make the best compro-
mise without degrading the value of educa-
tion at UNH. 
See your Campus Computer Reseller for Sweepstakes Rules and Regulations. -
© 1990"Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macint<1Sh are registered trademark.5 of Apple Computer, Inc. 
In response to allegations that USNH .. 
officials, including herself, are paid too much, 
Van Ummersen said her salary has always 
been public knowledge; the Chancellors' 
yearly income of $113,000 is no secret . . 
USNH was conceived in 1963 as a re-
sponse to the disorganization and high-cost 
of each school having its own administrative 
body,said Van Ommersen. She clearly stated 
that as protesting students have implied, 
USNH could be dissolved, but the savings in 
administrative costs would be minimal, and 
the system would return to where it was in 
1%3. 
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Pages! By Terri Danisevich 
By turning _ aluminum cans 
into cash, members of Students 
for University Recycling have es-
tablished two new undergradu-
ate scholarships, each worth $500. 
According to member Brian 
Graves, the scholarships are 
funded by revenue collected from 
recycling aluminum cans that have 
been returned to various contain-
ers placed all over campus. Since 
the end of May, 1989, over $3,000 
has been earned. 
One scholarship will be of-
fered through the College of Life 
Science and Agriculture (LS&A), 
and is specifically intended for a 
student enrolled in that college 
and studying in some sort of envi-
ronmental area, said Graves. 
The other scholarship will be 
awarded to a qualified student 
in any college who is "interested 
in environmental issues," added 
Graves. 
To qualify for the scholarship, 
applicants must have a G.P.A. of 
2.5 or better. But according to 
Graves, the award is based on 
financial need, not academics. 
such support, the scholarship 
would be named after the spon-
sor. 
Graves believes it would be 
"the hook to · get companies into 
recycling." 
The deadline for submitting 
applications is "prospectively 
April 17th," said Graves. The 
scholarships will be awarded on 
Earth Day, April 22. 
Interested s~udents can pick 
up applications in Taylor Hall, 
Room 201. 
fJ\ r;, . 4 
Stop by 151 
in the MUB 
H forinfo 8 
LEARN ~2I~ 
BARTENDING 
land a · good 
summer job, 
Cafl or Write Today! 
Aluminum cans have been turned into much needed scholarships by 
the Students for University Recycling. (Mike Parnharn, photo.) 
At the present time, the scho_l-
arshi p has no official name. In the 
future, there "may be room for 
corporate or foundation sponsor~ 
ship," said Graves. In return for 
TEL. (603)659-3718 
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL 
84 Main Street 
Newmarket, NH 03857 
............ 
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Are you in programs. . 




Sponsored ~ythe Academic Affairs Council 
. . . . . of~he Student Senate . . · · ... · / , . .. . . . .. . . 
an.() the Vic~ P~sident of Academic AffOirS >· , ,·~·: i .. . ·
• . ~. Ir ; ~ , l -.. ,i , ·'-" . ' ~ · · · .. · · , r ,; , . • ~ 
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· tl"' -"Convenien ., 
located on the 
The Best of the Bunch 
BAM'XMAI 
Relocating?· Call a Leader in Customer Satisfaction. 
. t bus route-Coas . d Ave.,, 
Maplewoo 
35iill!l■Aa .& GRILL~ • No Excuse Price 
Lobster --- Steaks --- BBQ· Ribs 
protection avai lable ■ ss· on • Full replacement value h Salads --- Burgers --- Pizza 
• Firm pick-up & delivery I 
Live Top-40 Dance Entertainment dates •ov,NG a no••G• 
• Ask for our conditional Manchester, New Hampshire 
172 Hanover St. (next to Parking Garage) . 
Downtown Porstmouth, N.H. 43.1-5795 
guarantee of satisfaction Toll Free Dial "1" & Then 
• Local & long distance ,800-JZZ-0261 
I moving & storage l CC Ill: MC 52793 MC-r2i50S NH MC No 3-
-- MC 'IIIS.9l .9l/X .:4.ccepted · 
Only for student American Express® Cardmem~rs. 
· Apply for the American Express® Card. 
Then get ready to take off. In search of 
adventure~ action-or just simply to escape. 
American Express and Northwest 
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary 
travel privileges· on Northwest-:-exclusively 
for student Cardmembers: 
■ CERTIFICATESVALID FOR THE PURCHASE 
OF TWO $118 ROUNDTRIP TICKETS- to many , 
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contig-
uous United States served by Northwest. 
Each certificate is good fqr..a six-month 
period, and they will arrive within six 
-weeks after you receive the Card. Current 
Cardmembers·will automatically receive 
their $118 certificates by March 15, 1990 
provided they are still full time students~ 
■ 10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT- With 
your own personalized discount card, valid 
throughJanuary 1991 on all Northwest and 
Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount 
is not applicable to "the $118 student 
certificates and .other certificates, 
promotional or special status airfares.) 
■ 2,500 BONUS MILES 1DWARDS FREE TRAVEL-
when you enroll inNorthwest's WorldPerks® 
Free Travel Program. 
AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER 
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL. 
Just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942-
AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your 
application and'begin to process it · 
immediately. (If you have your banking 
information handy, like your account 
number and bank address, it will help 
APPLY TODAY 
■TRAVEL REIATED 1-800-942-AMEX 
® SERVJCES 
An Amercan Exp,ess company 
speed the process.) 
Keep in mind that our Automatic 
· Acceptarice Program makes it easier for 
you to become a Cardmember now, as a 
student, than it will ever be again. ,, 
And remember that as a Cardmem- . 
ber you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits 
and personal service you would expect from 
American Express. . 
So don't miss out on a world of great 
experiences. Pick tip the phone. Apply for 
the Card. And start packing! 




*If you are already a student American Express Cardmember and have a question about this program, please send your written question, a copy of your student ID and class schedule to: American Express, P.O. Box 35029, 
Attn: Student Marketing, Greensboro, NC 27425. Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are nonrefundable and no itinerary changes may be made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of t~at date. Travel may not be available · - between cities to which Northwest does not have published routings. City fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Florida cities ($2.00). Certain blackout dates and 
other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. © 1990 American Express travel Related Services. Company, Inc. . . 
THE AME.RICAN EXPRESS~ CARD. FOR STUDENTS .MORE THAN EVER. 
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· Strafford Room, MUB , · 12:30-2:00 ·; __ ,!, 
Need a placetO live? Need Help? Need to find somethillg? .·. '; ,, 
{tr. 
ot something to say? Got soffiething to sell?_ Put it in ·· · •-
) . 
' ' . .. ; , •' . . .... ' '. :· ( . . ~ ' 
.. 1/E NEW HAMPSHIRE CLASSIFIEDS! · . 
AND LET.THE CAMPUS HEAR YOUt! 
;. ,· .. (Just. fill out thi~ for:m and bring it to the Advertising 
. Office,Rm.ll0B, MUB, it's that EASY!) 
. . . . 
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Upcomin~ 
Earth Day Events 
Wednesday, April 11. 
Lecture: "The New ConservationBiologyand Old Growth 
Forests" 
Daniel~- Simberloff, of tJ)e Department of Biological Sciences, 
Florida State University, will speak as part of the "Ecological Fu-
tu!es: Perspectives for a Changing World" series sponsored by 
the College of Life Scic:~nces and Agriculture~ Murkland room 110 . 
· from 12:00 pm to 1:00pm. . · 
Thursday, April 12. 
Panel Discussion on Issu·es Fadng North American Forests· 
Representatives •from Earth First!, U.S. Forest Service, rhe 
Nature Conservancy, The Multiple Use Association, Communities 
for a Greater Northwest, The Wilderness Society, The James River 
Paper Company, and two UNH professors will discuss conserva-
tion issues relating to North American fores ts. 7 :00 pm to 9:00 pm, 
Jqhnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center. 
• ''( u 
Monday; :April 16 - Friday, April 20. 
Recycling· Awareness Week 
During th~ week leading up to Earth Day, the Students for 
Recycling commitee is sponsoring a trash awareness project. 
People are encouraged to carry all of their trash with them during 
this week and bring their collection to the Thompson Hall lawn on 
Thurday, April 19 at 12:30 pm. The.trash will then _be iventoried. 
and sorted following the tree planting ceremony. 
Monday, April 16. 
Environmental Films Night 
Two films .from Bullfrog Films are scheduled to be shown in 
the Strafford room, MUB, at· 7:00 and 9 :00 pm~ Other films may be 
shown as available, at times to be announcea. -
Tuesday, April 17. 
"Down To Earth" ·With Richard Lederer 
_ :Enjoy an evening of hilarity with the author of "Get thee to a 
Punnery," "Anguished English" and "Crazy English". Lederer is 
also the language commentator for WEVO, and his latest book will 
beon_sal~ along with other.Earth Day merchandise. Proceeds will 
help support Earth Day efforts. Admissions $2 students, $4 non-
students 7:00 pm, Horton-Bocial Science Building, Room 4. 
Wednesday, April 18. 
Open Forµm on New Hampshire's Garbage Crisis 
Representatives from New Hampshire's state house, enyiron- · 
mental agendes, citizen action groups, landfill and incinerator 
companies will debate the options for dealing with the volume of _ 
trash produced in New Hampshire and answer questions from the 
audience. 7:30 pm in the Stra~ford Room, MUB. 
Quote ofthe Week 
To Ecology, 
_We ow~ an apology, 
' ' 
For .to pollution, . 
We 'v.e found no solution. · 
- Jan Danisevich 
Forestry Forum 
Scheduled 
By David Posada The moderator will be 
· The future of American James Harrigan, a lawyer work-
fore~ts will be at ,stake on Thurs- " ing for the Society for the Preser-
day, April 12 in the Johnson Thea.., vation of New Hampshire Por-
ter. A panel discussion on current ests, an organization considered 
issues in . forestry will be held at 7 to occupy a middle ground in the 
p.m.asoneofaseriesofEarthDay forestry field_. Harrigan was tho-
events taking place this mohth. sen as the moderator based on 
The panel will be discuss-- recommendations from several 
ing a number of social, political, UNH faculty and because ·of his 
and economic issues that arise skills in "Socratic thought" accord-
whenresourcedemandscomeinto ing to D~Vries. ''The Socratic 
conflict with conservation inter- method is confrontational in na-
ests, according to event coordina- ture, and so requires the panel 
tori'om De Vries. These problems . memberstoaddressthehypotheti-
can range from the ecological cal.situations specifically, and th us 
consequences of clear cutting, the , is very effective at exposing the 
supply and · price of paper and reasoning behind an ind1vidual's _ 
wood products, to the unemploy- argument," said DeVries. 
ment and hunger that can result . As moderator, Harrigan 
from paper company lay-offs. . will introduce several hypotheti-
- The panel will be made . cal situations and ask the panel 
up of representatives from eight _ members to respond to them. The 
organizations and two professors audience will thus have an oppor-
from the department of . Forest tunity to observe the decision 
Resources. The organizations will making process that is used by the 
representavarietyofperspectives, . various groups, in addition to 
from the radical Earth First! to the hearing a yariety of political view-
U.S. Forest Service and the James points. 
River Papen:ompany. · 
, For more Informati<;m call 862-3542 
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A few puffs does not a criminal _make 
· llhis country has got t~ adopt a reasonable 
attitude toward casual drug use. 
telling the truth. They have to cover up a pathetically 
minor part of their past lives, if they used drugs occasionally . 
in college, an_d act as if they're.hiding some sort of dreadful 
secret. 
just admitted what she had done. If she wanted to say it 
was a private matter, she should have said that. But her 
·res po rise basically admitted to an admission ·of drug use, 
which the public apparently frowns upon,' and she then 
refused to divulge what she did, leading the public to 
speculate wildly on her imagined sordid past'. 
The "zero-tolerance" drug policy, hyped by our 
government, has · resulted · in absurd · occl!rrences, like 
research vessels being seized because a gram or two of pot 
was found on board. The punishment when compared to 
the crime is amazing. It's like getting the chair for jay-
In Texas now, Ann Richards is in a neck-and-neck 
race with Jim Mattox for· the Democratic gubernatorial 
nomination. Th~ big issue in the race is drug use. Richards, 
a recovering alcoholic, has saio., in response to drug 
allegations by Mattox, that she has not used a ."mood-:-
altering chemical" in over 10 years. Mattox has jumped all 
over her forthat;runningcommerdals that show an extreme 
close-up of Richards' fac.e, with the words "Did she use · 
marijuana, or something worse like cocaine ... " Richards 
has countered with accusations that Mattox smoked pot in 
the early '70s. 
The bask theme is that occasional use of 
marijuana, either current or past, is viewed as smpething 
that indicates some sort of horrible character flaw. It's 
regarded in the same light as. cocaine, though pot is not 
addictive. A few experimental puffs in college can c;iamn 
people'for decades. 
, walking. 
An article in the Metro/ Region section of 
yesterday'~ Boston Globe details the problems young lawyers 
face when applying · for jobs as Justice Department 
prosecutors. Those seeking to become prose.cutors must 
answer, on security forms, whether they have ever used an 
illegal drug. This category,· of course, includes marijuana. 
Those answering "Yes' to the question lessen their job 
prospects tremendously. And apparently, there is no 
question on the test asking if a prospective employee ever 
had an alcoholic drink. So you could basically go out and 
get falling-down drunk every night, and still get the job; 
but if you had a joint once in college, you could be turned 
down. ' 
Many lawyers simply lie on the application if 
they've previously used illegal drugs, figuring the risk of 
getting caught for that is far less than the risk involved in 
In Texas, allegations of drug use have much more 
impact than they do in, say, Massachusetts. Richards has 
been damaged significantly by the charges. However, she 
caused some of the damage herself by refusing to divulge 
what drugs she actually did. It's questionable whether the 
public has a right to know about someone's personal drug 
use, especially when the drug use doesn't affect the person's 
ability to govern. However, once the question of drug use 
was asked of Richards, she shot herself in the foot with her 
s_trange response. It left the situation far worse than if she 
Pot is illegal, for some reason. It is no more 
dangerous than alcohol, is non-addictive; and has relatively 
mild long term side effects. If someone ~ses it a few times 
. experimentally,· they in no way become some sort of 
different person. They' re perfectly unchanged. That's why 
all this brouhaha is totally·unwarranted. 
Of course, no one condones pot abuse, just as no 
one condones alcohol abuse or sleeping pill abuse or 
whatever. 
But no one should condone abuse ·heaped upon 
someone because of a few stray puffs they might have 
taken in the past, either. 
• 
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Buildering a 
great sport 
To the Editor: 
Finally, 11buildering11 - the 
art/sportofclimbingbuildingshas 
come out of the closet at UNH. 
Few people realize that this activity 
is well enough established to even 
have its own printed guide book, 
complete with photographs and 
difficultyratings. Asanoccasional 
rock climber I respect and envy 
the abilities of climbers that are 
skilled enough to ascend the 
outsides of buildings, bridges and 
other manmade structures. As a 
local firefighter for fifteen years, I 
have, with permission, spent many 
daylight hours climbing on, 
rappeling down and touring the 
roofs of the University's 100+ 
buildings. This experience has lead 
me to one serious concern with 
non-belayed buildering. My 
concern is that a climber will 
someday be killed when a piece of 
building comes off in his hand. 
Large masonry structures are 
made tip of thousands of 
individual small pieces .. Between 
thesepiecesarethousandsofsmall 
cracks that hold moisture. As this 
moisture freezes and- thaws it 
expands and contracts. Masonry 
does not bend-it breaks and 
crumbles. Other building 
components fall apart for other 
· reasons. Some parts are not as 
. strong as you might think. l once 
watched a 500 pound piece of 
concrete fall sixty feet when a 
person on the roof .leaned against 
it. Another time I watched a friend 
hold a large steel beam for support 
while he looked over the edge. 
The beam was not connected arid 
was precariously balanced. Both 
tettered and almost fell 100 feet. 
The beam was apparently left 
behind years before by 
construction workers. (Pease don't 
get th~ impression that the 
University neglects its buildings -
they are in better condition than 
many privately owned buildings. 
Millions of UNH dollars have been 
spent repairing loose or crumbling 
masonry.) . 
We are all a ware of the 
affinity that bricks and gravity have 
for each other. One must always 
be suspicious of any system that 
keeps thousands of bricks elevated 
way above the ground. Cimbers, 
please be more than careful. Think 
about more than the quality of the 
climb. Think about the quality of 
what you are climbing. Building 
climbers at UNH have had more 
than twen_tyyears of good luck. It 
will not last forever. 
All of this brings to mind 
a related subject. Perhaps it is time 
the University built a 
professionally designed, top 
quality indoor climbing structure. 
A facility of this type would be 
beneficial to some of the 
University's classes and would be 
enjoyed by many students, faculty, 
a~d. staff. , It might even . help 
prevent · a tragic "off the wall11 
accident. 
Tom Richardson 
Blood drive . . 
1s ~om1ng. 
To The Editor: 
No matter the weather, I 
am sure you will be having "spring 
fever'' by this time! If you are 
looking for some fun, I know 
whereyoucangetit-aplacewhere 
important people join each other. 
On Monday, April 16 
through Friday, April 20th from 
12 to 5, your Red Cross volunteers 
will portray the season to come for 
your enjoyment! 
AttheMUBGraniteState attended the rally for the sole personal aclyancement. I , think 
Room; we will have flowers from purpose of hearing their course of this was both inappropriate and 
the UNH greenhouse and little action in this struggle, but instead in poor taste. It made me l;VOnder 
picket fences from True Value Iheardpoliticalunderminingsand if their Jnten#on was W;tf,act the 
Hardware, both of which-do this campaign plugs . for Mr . .. students' best interest or theirs. 
for us each spring to help create a Spartachino's run for Student I am not supporting any 
beautiful garden for you! Body President: As a result of the one ?BP /SBVP ticket. · 
Sound good? Well, that's accusatory statements voiced, the 
not the end of it - since we have rally became a· battle of wills 
warmed you hearts, we will warm instead of a battle of bills. 
Janice A. Morin 
~~~~~~~2f ;~ i~~i1\it£~;t~~~t1 ;;;J~tiiii 
sweets! Mr. Spartachino to distinguish 
Whatbetterwaytoenjoy themselves as the only ones_ ::l\lf::EJ::131:::,:r,1:an:l<Sjj:]l!:@I 
yourselves? All it will cost is one representingthestudentbodyand 
pint of blood-no tip is necessary! tousethisdistinctionfortheirown Love ya. 
Our sorry world needs --------------•iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;,,J 
:~:~~~:::B&~::;~~f:: lll11If1,~Wl1~'{11MP!l1~1 If 1 [!1111111 
love enough to make "A Garden 1-----------------------------1 
of Friendship," come alive for BOB DURLING. Editor-in-Chief 
someone as you give them a GAIL ROBERTSON. Managing Editor EILEEN MALLOY. Managing.Editor 
beautiful future! TERRI DANISEVICH. News Editor KATHY HALEY. News Editor 
KIM ARMSTRONG. Sports Editor HEATHER GRANT. Sports Editor, 
See you at our "Daffy- MIKE PARNHAM. Photo Editor BEN FRAZIER. Photo Editor 
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the increases and were not. I ._D_a_v_id_P_o_sa_d_a _______ K_ns_te_n_w_a_e_1d_e ___________ __. 
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We are still the world 
Rf s so e;lsy not to ,Care. Our generation, this 
generation raised in front of a television set, has seen 
images of <;ieath every day of our lives, both real and 
unreal, Uiltil wearetoonumbtoknowthedifference. Dan . 
Rather appears in our living rooms each night, reporting 
on the world's changing yet unchanging cycle of crisis, and 
the intensity with which he speaks seems forced, designed 
to make . us feel, but generally, we don't. Television has 
taught us passivity in the face of sadness. 
by Sharon Van.Epps 
In 1985, one million people died of starvation in 
Ethiopia. Thanks primarily to the publicity generated by 
musicians like Michael} ackson and Quincy Jones and USA 
for Africa campaign, we responded with an unprecedented 
concern. "We Are the World", the simple, positive message 
of a hit record, helped us·believe what we wanted to be 
true, that maybe if we did allow ourselves to care, to feel, 
we could manage the troubles of the earth. · 
It is expected that this year the people of Ethiopia 
will endure a plague of famine five times more severe than 
that which made USA for Africa 1985's most popular-
cause. Despi~e an outpouring of assistance, it appears 
nothing has changed. By now it is well known that 
millions of dqllars in aid that were raised five years ago 
were kept from the Ethiopian people by their own 
government, the result of an ongoing civil war. Drought 
will come again to Ethiopia as it has periodically for 
centuties,and theeconomicpoliciesofthecountry'sMarxist 
government will conti'nue to hinder the efforts of 
·independent farmers. The enduring struggles of Ethiopia 
cannot help but invite the dull cynicism that television has 
created within us .. 
And yet, cynicism, like optimism, oversimplifies 
truth. It is unlikely that Ethiopia will again be this year's 
cause, this year's Top 40 hit with a message, but there will 
still be those committed few who resist the prevailing 
notion of hopelessness in pur culture and work to stem the 
tide of hunger, knowing that change is possible - not the 
sweeping, magic kind, but change nonetheless. This 
Thursday, Rob Buchanan, a ·representative from Oxfam 
Amerka, a reHef organizatiop. working in Ethiopia, will 
·speakiriMcConnell212at12:40pmonbowchangehappens 
in the .real world: how ,food can be _smuggled to those 
starving in the regionscontrplled by opposition movements; 
how farmers can be taught techniques like irrigation to 
combat drought; how the gift of one plow can improve the 
quality of life of an entire vill_age. 
Graduate students from Babcock will be collecting 
donations on campus for Oxfam America throughout the 
week _ in conjunction with ~fr. Buchanan's talk. The 
suggested donation is two dollars. No matter how much 
money the . students of Babcock raise for the cause, no 
matter how many millions are contributed world wide, it is 
unlikely that Dan Rather will ever report that Ethiopia has 
surmounted crisis, has begun to thrive ahd serve as a 
model of recovery for other struggling · Third World ' 
countries. And yet, with our help, one life may be change, 
onelifesaved,and whocanputapriceonthat? Atonlytwo 
dollars per person, idealism comes very ch_eap. 




an irresponsible way to 
' ·j , : ' - :_, .. ,,.' ', 
.(iS ~- ,E] ensationaiis'ril;h~~-gra;ped' rriaily stiidents) ~ th~:' 
last week. They are rallying around a lawsuit that is 
undoubtedly an irresponsible action. Suing the University 
accomplishes the goals of the people who. are really 
responsible for the tuition hike, and will hurt all students 
today and for years to come. - . 
'this claim may enrage some, whether they be the . 
· people re~ponsible or the uninformed. I too believed that 
we should sue the University. It sounds great, "Give it~~o 
those ba.stards that just screwed us over." Justice would 
then be served, and it would protect students next year 
· from similar action ... RIGHT? Wrong! 
The-lawsuit avoids the real issue at hand; The 
state is underfµnding the University. Protest should be 
aimed at the state, notthe University. But what is this? .. .State 
Representatives came down and supported the lawsuit, 
gave students backing, and endorsed a candidate for 
president in a rally on Thursday. The same group who 
slashed our budget has come down from the State House. 
like knights in shining armor to protect the "poor students". 
They've been able to convince people that all of the money 
that the students need is buried in "The system". It's not 
the State's fault for underfunding education, it's the 
University System's fault for mismanaging the pittance 
that it has received. Excuse me,· but these "Knights" have 
just wiped the blood from their fund cutting swords, and 
successfully polished their tarnished armor with student 
money and support (I put that in the personals last Friday). 
." Now, students are focusing on the University. I'd give the 
. State a good pa:t on the back for that one. . 
I have overseen the Student Services budget for 
the Senate, and in the process have found that Student. 
Services are a low priority for the University. Student 
Services are all of the programs and offices that help 
students make it form day to day including: TASK, 
ACCESS, The Commuter Transfer Center, SHARPP, Career 
Planning and Placement, Freshman Orientation, Transfer 
Orientation, FreshStart, the Multi-cultural Center, Financial 
Aid, Alcohol and Drug Awareness, and the Counseling 
Cent~r, to name a few. All of these services are designed 
for students and include students. These services are not 
considered essential to the Administration, and therefore 
havealreadyreceived cuts. If the lawsuit goes through, the 
money will no longer be there to support all of these 
services . While someone may consider a service 
"unnecessary'', there is undoubtedly someone who will 
consider it essential. We must agree that all Student 
Services are important. 
The lawsuit will hurt all students. If we are to 
' ( 
attain this "Quick fix", and we all get the $300 back, the first 
thing that will happen is that faculty and especially staff 
will be let go, Immediately. The Administration will then 
be free to cut Whole Student Services. Some say, "No, this 
will force cuts in the Administration". Well that's righ~, 
administrative positions will be cut. Guess what, all of the 
Student Services are run and supported by 
"Administrators". We will see a cut in the Administration, 
but who would like it if there were no CTC, ACCESS, nor 
SHARPP? (It looks as though the CTC will -be the first 
service to be shut down.) 
Some say that we can prevent the cuts from being 
made there,-but even the lawyer for the lawsuit stated, "l 
'don't know, we haven't looked at that yet", when he was 
asked how we were going to stop it. 
What about the $1 million dedicated to buying 
antiques? It's just a bunch of old furniture, right? Wrong. 
It's set up to preserve the State's history. If we don't think · 
it's important to preserve history, then what are we doing 
in college? 
There have been claims that schools three times 
the size of UNH have administrations that are half the size 
(UCLA has been as example). UCLA, like many other State 
Universities, is part of huge centralized state ad ministration 
that takes ,on the responsibilities that our administration 
now takes care of. Of course they're smaller, they're more 
centralized. One way or another, services must be provided 
by someone, at each campus, or centrally._ 
· There has been the claim that they know that the 
Administration will look to Student Services to cut first, 
but the students won't let the cuts happen. The students 
ha~e no control over these services' budgets. In Senate we 
tried to get the Administration to agree to prioritize the 
services as students would want, but they refused to 
assure students anything. The administration has complete 
control over the budget, and those who say that we can 
control it are sadly mistaken. . 
On the point that the Student Senate was inactive: 
What a load that is. I could see it that way, if and only if I 
was inactive back in December, January and the beginning · 
of February. Over Christmas Break, people from Senate 
were up at the State House trying to avoid the cuts. Then, 
during the fi rst few weeks of classes, the Senate organized, 
. buses and advertising for an education rally"in Concord. 
This was all done BEFORE the cuts were made. The funny 
thing is, the people who called the Senate inactive di,dn't 
help in the planning of, nor did they bother participating 
in the rally. Only300 students went for the three hours that 
it consumed . (That' s less than 3%' of the Student Body.) 
by Danny Prats 
Then to blame the Senate for the problem? 
. So ,now we're passing the buck from the State to 
the University, and then to the S~udent Senate . . 
Some have declared that we are the purchasers of 
goods, and you don't raise the price of a car after you drive 
it off of the lot. Education is not "goods", rat~er it is a 
service. We didn't buy the University, we bought the 
service' that' it provided. Because services are sustained 
over a long period of time, they may be subject to 
fluctuations. When you hire someone to paint you house, 
fix your car, or build you a new garage, you do so with the 
understanding that market conditions may vary, and the 
agreement you sign ~t the beginning is not set in stone. 
W~at if the price of materials or labor skyrockets during 
the work? You understand that things have changed, and 
you must adjust the original agreement in order fonhe 
task to be completed. Either this, or you leave half of your 
house unpainted, your car fender unfinished, or your 
garage without a roof. Nobody likes it when this happens, 
but it is the very nature of purcha~ing services. 
The State didn't have enough paint for the hous, 
and now we have to pay for the rest, or our house doesn't 
get painted. What the lawsuit is doing is suing the laborer 
for not having the material that the manager is supposed · 
to provide. Does this seem responsible to you? It doesn't 
tome . . 
In the end, the University will raise tu.ition by a 
larger percentage each semester in order to cover 
th~mselves in the future, but a11 this will do is allow the 
State to claim that there is enough money around, and thus 
·cut the budget further. 
Instead of suing the University, we should be 
protesting in another way: I would rather have a two day 
strike from classes, or a general strike by all of the University. 
I would also support a sit-in in T-Hall. I would participate 
in anything of these sorts. These would get us the publicity 
that we need without endangering services. 
The lawsuit is easy to support, the lawyer does aU 
of t_he work. If the Students at UNH are going to protest, 
let's do 'it together in an overt way. This "retroactive" 
lawsuitisanirresponsiblewayofdealingwitha·"retroactive 
bill" . Face it, only a hundred students (1 %) bothered to 
show up to the rally for the lawsuit. If we are to get 
anything done, we need to do it with more than 1 % of the 
students backing the effort . 
Danny Prats, a Commuter Senator, is a junior majoring in 
political science. · 
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Good grammar 
Im ow! did you -see the editorial page of 
Tuesday's The New Hampshire? There's a letter -
to the editor from Gus Kinnear. It' must be still 
part of The New Hampster, right? But, wait; this 
is a serious subject. He's talking about Earth 
Day. Kinnear (as in authority figure) is taking 
the common sense a pp roach (as in non-
Republican, non-Live Free or Die) ,to the 
environment. In the state .where John Sununu 
showed us (and continues to .show us) the 
meaning of pro-business, Kinnear has the balls 
to write of personal awareness, involvement, 
commitment? This is good; nah, it's got to be 
part of The New Hampster. It seems so right; 
what am I missing? Oh, there it is, in the last -
sentence, "Think global,-act local." 
by B"arb Briggs 
OK, maybe I'm overly sensitive; I'm 
taking Editing this term. (I hear Henry Higgins 
_ singing, "Set a good example fot people whose 
English is painful to your earf'). You see, think · 
is a verb; adverbs modify verbs, as in think 
globally. Act is a verb; act how?· Locally. 
_ DammitGus, you weregood,andlknow 
it's churlish to complain. After all," it's important 
tokeeptheadministratorshappy. 'These people 
are Ph.D.'s .... It's important to be competitive 
on a national basis,'" (University trustee Cotton 
Cleveland, TNH 3 I 30). For $90,000 we get good 
ideas; I wonder what the national rate for good 
-grammar is? 
Barb Briggs is a graduate student at -LJ;NH . 
Passover: a celebration of freedom and hope , 
nhe constant struggle for freedom may _ 
dominate the headlines today, but it is not new. The 
Passover holiday, celebrated this week by Jews all 
around the globe, not only commemorates ~heir 
Exodus from Egypt after the 14th century B.C.E., but 
offers prayer and hope for the liberation of all 
oppressed peoples. 
Passover, Pesa.ch in Hebrew, is the holiday 
of freedom, the very first festival the Jewish people 
ever observed" Some historical background will help 
us understand this special holiday. 
The Israelites had come to Egypt where they 
led peaceful lives until the ruling Pharaoh, turned 
them into slaves. He was worried about the increase 
in the Jewish population. He ordered every male 
_ child born to the Israelites to be thrown into the river 
and _drowned. One Jewish woman, however, defied 
the order by placing her baby boy in a small basket 
which ~he set afloat at the river's edge. The Pharaoh's 
daughter found him, took care of him and named 
him Moses (Moshe). 
,_ .. He grew up in the Pharaoh's palace like a 
- _- ;,:: , prince, but soon learned of his being Jewish. He 
: ~-.., rebelled against the existing enslavement by killing 
an Egyptian who had been whipping an Israelite. He 
fled from Egypt fearing the Pharaoh's punishment. 
God instructed Moses to return and rescue 
the Israelites by leading them out of Egypt. He sent -
ten plagues to assist Moses in convincing the Pharaoh 
that he must let the Israeli· people go. 
Before the last plague, God warned Moses 
that every Jewish family should put lamb's blood on 
the doorposts of their houses. This last plague against 
the Egyptians would be the death of the firstborn in 
every Egyptian family and of every animal. Those 
houses with doorposts marked by blood would be 
passed over and saved from this plague.. Thus 
originates the name of the holiday~ Passover. 
After the plagues, God ordered the Israelites 
to leave Egypt. Led by Moses, they gathered only 
those belongings that they could carry and quickly . 
left. They had bread dough with them which did not 
have time to rise. Baked by the hot sun, it became flat, 
unrisen loaves of bread. Moses told the people not to 
eat any risen bread for 7 days and to have a ''feast to 
the Lord". Today, Jews still -eat this flat bread, 
Matzoh, and refrain from eating leavJned -bread 
during Passover. 
Passover lasts either 7 or 8 · days 
commemorating _this Exodus from Egypt. The first 
and second nights feature a special ginner 
symbolizing the feast that Moses and the fleeing 
Jews celebrated. This meal is called the Seder which 
means" order" because everything is done in a certain 
order. 
The Seder P_late at this meal is a very special 
symbol of Passover which reminds one of the Exodus-
out of Egypt: 
A roasted shank bone of a larrib (zeroa) is a 
reminder of the ancient Jews' sacrifices to God and of 
the lambs that were roasted on the first night of 
Passover. 
A roasted egg (betzah) is a reminder of the 
Temple sacrifices and makes one think of spring, the 
time when eggs hatch and new life begins.· 
A bitter herb (maror), such as horseradish, is 
-so sharp to the tongue that it gives one an idea of the 
bitt_erness of slavery. . 
· A" mixture -of chopped apples," nuts, 
cinnamon, and wine (haroset) represents the mortar 
that holds bricks together. It reminds one of the hard 
labor the Jews were forced to do as slaves. 
-_ by Rachel W~nokur 
Salt water symbolizes the te~s shed by the. -
Israelites during their slavery. 
A green vegetable (karpas), such as parsley 
or lettuce, represents springand the hope for freedom. , 
One interesting custom at the Seder table is 
the use of a pillow. It is placed in the leader's chair 
or sometimes on every person's chair. As slaves, the _ 
Jews had to sit on hard benches or even stand during 
their meals, while free people could lean back on soft 
sofas. On SJder night, leaning · ori soft pillows 
emphasizes the difference between the freedom of 
today and the slavery endured by their ancestors. 
The most important part of the seder is 
-telling the story of Passover as Moses instructed the 
Israelites tndo. The children should be told that the 
Passover "feast" celebrates the Exodus from Egypt -
and God's divine guidance. The Hebrew word for -
telling is H~ggadah which is the name of the book . 
· used as a guide througl)out the seder. 
·As Jews of todaysitdownatPassoverseders 
all over the world, their prayers not only look to the 
past but to freedom for all oppressed people. 
Rachel Winokur is the vice president of Hillel, UNH's 
Jewish student organization. _ · 
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"~IKO: ~rea~in~ t~e Silence" 
Along with·A.N.C. member 
Masilo Mabeta 
Wednesday, 
Apiil 11th, at 7:30 
Horton, room 4 
Masilo is working on his doctorate in political , 
science at Harvard University~ He was given 
political asylum in the United States in 1987.' 
He will soon return to his home in South Africa 
to continue to fight against apartheid. Don't 
miss this chance to learn the truth .. 












. • STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL J 
• FREE SUPPORT SERVICES 
• . EVENING & SATURDAY APPTS 
24 HOUR PHONE LINE 
· WE CAN HELP 
555-1212 ~ 
605 MAIN STREET 
(BETWEEN MAPLE AND 
CHESTNUT STREETS) 
It is your legal right to make your own choice about 
your pr~gnancy. Based on your_ own beliefs, qualified 
counselors and doctors will help you sort out your 
choices. Anti-abortion pregancy fenters will not. -
There are agencies in your area that can help you 
locate counseling centers or clinics which will give 
you all of your choices. If you or someone you know 
is pregnant or wants birth control, call the agencies 
listed below for immediate help., 
For mpre information -call: 
STU,DENTS FOR CHOICE 862-1008 OR 
NH.Chapter for the National Abortion -· 
Rights Action ·League 603-228-1224 .. 
SCOPE'S May Music-Fest! 
By John Doherty 
SCOPE, the Student Committee on Popular Entertainment, will be breaking its year - long silence in a big way next month. Red 
Hot Chili Peppers - that's right, Red Hot Chili Peppers - will be playing in a free outdoor show on May 6 at 1 p.m. 
This date, confirmed by SCOPE' s Steve Roderick only yesterday, comes on the heels of the recently announced concert date by the 
Kinks in th.e Field House May 13. Tickets for the Kinks go on sale April 24 at the MUB ticket office at 10 a.m. and are $11.00 for students 
and $15.00 for non-students. 
The 
Scoop,: 
The $18,000 being paid to the Peppers will be picked up by the enormous and untapped reserves of SCOPE. 1::Ll~:v::~~t,.;I 
Max Creek Tix 
go on sale April 
17th. 
The Red Hot Chili Peppers, with whom SCOPE has been trying to book a date with most of the year, have been making headlines 
lately, not so much from the success of their new album Mother's Milk, but because of their on-stage antics. Lead vocalist Anthony Kiedis 
was arrested at George Washington University for allegedly jumping into the crowd and "touching" a woman's face with his penis. This 
only weeks after Chili Pepper's drummer was arrested for propositioning a co-ed in the mosh pit at a Daytona gig. · 
Roderick claims the show will be .held in East-West park, (adjacent to the MUB and behind Huddleston to yqu and me) which 
is listed as seating 2,000. Seating for the show will be first come-first served: lffla.yt: :6~15.~I 
"We will not limit it to 2,000," said Roderick. "Our feeling is there will be a lot of interest from outside the university community." 
Red Hot Chili Peppers did not build their reputation through conservative performances. The Peppers are best known for their 
long period of performing wearing only argyle socks, playfully adorned on their, ah ... well ... hmmm ... 
Red Hot Chili 
Peppers It's free 
dude! Anyway. 
One ironic note to the Chili Peppers show is that May 6 is also the scheduled date for the Honors Convocation. Honors 
Convocation, of course is that sunny Sunday afternoon in May where all the dudes with too--high GP A's are honored. Imagine it: Durham, 
Grandma, Grampa, green grass, argyle socks-fill in: the rest for yourself. 
k~~&J:::~:SP:m.g 
The Kinks Tix go 
on sale April 24th. 
SCOPE also announced Max Creek will be playing May 5 in the Granite State Room. Tickets are $5.00 for studep.ts, $10.00 for non-
students and will be on sale April 17. 
There's Shirley now, wailin' and whompin' as only she knows how 
The Shirley Lewis Experee-
. a.nee is Pure Pleasure At The 
Stone Church Saturday Night 
i.~~~ezvl 
By Leona Koenig outstanding solos and even got 
Saturday night I had an up on a table near the stage to 
incredible experience. Or should really show us what he could do. 
I say, experee-ance. The Shirley It's no wonder that this group 
Lewis Experee-ance. If you like · was recently nominated for the 
the biues, you have got to see this Outstanding Blues Act of the 
band. , Boston Music Awards 1990. · 
. They're great,! I was . . Despite a continuing 
entertained, not only by the good sound problem - that was only a 
music,butbytheshowmanshipof mild annoyance - and a sore 
all the .players in the band and throat, Shirley Lewis delivered a 
inost of all, by Shirley Lewis lively and spirited.performance, 
herself. What a character. She interacting successfully with the 
strutted in front of that stage in the audience and involving us in her 
Stone Church, making wisecracks music. This woman can sing. 
and laughing gleefully in between Her full-bodied voice covered the 
songs. Lewis belted out each tune . whole scale of notes with no 
with a passion and fervor that problem. Lewishasbeensinging 
naturally. carried out into the for thirty y~ars. With a laugh, 
udience who ail tried to crowd she told me, !'I've done 
nto the dance floor. everything. Gospel, .blues, pop, 
Lookingaroundmidway country." 
hrough the evening, I realized Thegrouphascomeout 
hat everybody there was having with their first release, a tape 
great time. Someone who was called "Going Back, the Shirley 
urious to see what I was writing Lewis Experee-ance Living the 
s I was jotting down some notes Blues." Most of the tunes are 
nthusiastically gestured to all the original. The band, which is 
eople dancing. "If a band can do based out of Boston, · was hired 
hat..." he _said, letting . the sight by Lewis, who originates from · 
peak for itself. · South jersey. - Right now, their 
We were interrupted by goals are simple. To ·promote 
another eruption of applause, theirtapeandkeeponplayingin 
yelling. and whistling as Lewis the area. For Lewis, there's a 
singled out someone in the biggerpicture. Whenlaskedher 
audience to sing to. I am usually a what her plans were, she replied 
reticent onlooker, but I found with_ a flash of a mischievous 
myself hollering along with smile, "lwanttoputbluesonthe 
everybody else. top." 
As well as their dynamic Whether or not this 
leader, each member of the banc;i happens, this band is still the . 
hada&tylethatdefiedanypossible best live blues act I've seen in 
obscuri.ty. Each one had several thi.s area. And it seem~ every bar 
solos throughout the night -Tom I've gone to recently has a blues 
(fir '. {fir:: c.... (f/r. c.-: (f//1: (... ( ... 
:. • .:.:, ·,<_ 0 .. , 
· Willia.ms jamming on the guitar, band: Ifyouliketheblues, want 
DutchHokeonkeyboards,George to have a great time and ate in 
LaCh'?yond:rums,_andKe11Larsen ': . the mood to laugh, clap . and: 
\ . 
~ ·" Y');' ,i.,._,.,._ • ' ·.(.: .:, ·' 711. · •. -.. ~ .- ~;;s •· V~"1 .. f.·~\ , .. 'l'J•_; ·-~ ,.,...,, ·;-.,,.. .~ ~;:..- - .;,, • ,,·:.._; , -, L' • .. • •.. ···,:. ; .•• ~~~;;0~;~~:};:t~~~~~ :.it~~~~f it~;;,;;~:hrf' 
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Marianne F ai thfull: 
The Exclusive Stor You Crave Musictview 
By J.W. Morss ···• ...................... •···•·•···•····•··· •·· ...•.... ••..•• .. . .. . .. . . . ........ ...... ··•·•·· ·:;:;~ 
Boston's Paradise was 
recently home away from home 
for two nights . for rock cabaret 
singer Marianne Faithfull, who 
was accompanied by veteran 
sideman 6arry Reynolds on . 
acoustic guitar. Some sixties 
stalwarts may know that Faithfull 
led a double musical existence 
during tha.t dreamy decade. She 
was mistress and wife to Rolling 
~tone Mick Jagger as well as being 
an accomplished singer in herown 
right. She took the Jagger/ 
Richards penned "As Tears Go 
By'' up the British charts before 
the boys did (actually, if my 
memory serves me we11, the bad 
boys let her have it for just that 
purpose- how nice). 
Although Ms. Faithfull 
was considered one of rock's 
royalty for her connubial ties to 
. the most prominent Stone, her 
eventual suffering at the hands or 
feet of the band seemed ~most 
fated . . By 1969 she couldn't elude 
the bad luck which had already 
attached itself to the group, which 
culminated in the suspicious death 
of Stones guitarist Brian Jones in 
his own swimming pool (he was vocals brought the title cut's 
an excellent swimmer), and the despair home and . she 
disaster at the free Altamont convincingly covered Lennon's . 
concert in California at the end of bitter, pull-no-punches "Working 
their US tour that year. Marianne Class Hero." Broken English ends 
herself OD' d on heroin which led with the graphic (some would say 
toahospitalcorna. Mick, watching obscene) "Why D'Ya Do It" about 
her pale, lifeless form through the a scorned vindictive heart. 
·· veneer of the oxygen tent, was Although Broken 
inspired to write "Wild Horses" Englishmightrightfullybejudged 
which couldn't ever drag him - to be the apex of Marianne 
away- or so he said. , Faithfull' s career so far, she has 
Marianne wo~ld produced several other 'worthy 
recuperate. Her own musical works. 1981's "Dangerous 
~aree~, ~owever: ~as put on ho~d Acquaintances" is smooth and . 
. mdefimtely until she emerged m tight, ending with a glimpse of 
1979 with the masterful Broken lost childhood in the heart-
English. I don't know if anybody wrenching ''Truth Bitter Truth." 
0 
who had remembered her coyly l983's A Child's Adventure leads 
innocentreadingsofDonovanand off with the insanely down and 
TinPanAlleynurnbersmorethan divinely out "Tirn~s Square." 
a decade before was pre~ared for 1987's Strange Weather, her last 
this product. Broken English was a work to date shines brilliantly 
ca!hartic_ rage which vaunte_d despiteitsBog~y-a~dBacall,coffee 
Fa1thfull mto the forefront of chic and cigarettes image. 
female rock singers alongside the . Ms. Faithfull' s Paradise 
likes of Patti Smith and Deborah performance Sunday night was 
Harry. Her distinctively ragged 
Marianne without Mick. As sultry as ever in kind of a h9ly sense. 
. truly moving. Handling a fow Except for a moment during a . 
impolite rernarl<s . from the performance in Montr~al where 
audience with class and grace, she everybody had to take a "step 
ran througl_l a slew ofold favorites, , back", the tour.. had been pleasant 
including a telling ve!sion of. the,. so far for h'im and Marianne 
Stones' "Sister Morphine." She playing clubs in this acoustic 
performed some new material format. He mentioned that the · 
from an upcoming release entitled new work had been recorded live 
Blazing Away. The show's . -with such luminaries as Dr. John 
highHghtsincludedabreathtaking and the Band's Carth Hudson, as 
reading of Leonard Co hen's well as guitarist Marc Ribot from 
''TowerOfSong"andanacappella Torn Waits' gr01,1p. -
version of a traditional Irish folk I was-pondering what I'~ 
song called "She wandered been told when my friend grabbed 
Through The Fair." She seemed my arm and pulled me toward 
rnotherly,alrnostsaintly,herlined Ms. Faithfull's dressing room 
face and glistening eyes bath~d in which was full of well-dressed, 
a cone of light. . soft-spoken people and a table 
The magical Celtic air arrayed with fine spirits and a 
endured past the end of the show silvertrayofhorscl'oevtes. Before 
thanks to a friend who's not I could collect myself in my 
imaginary ·but who finds untucked, unchecked appearance 
unimaginable ways to get my friend was introducing me to 
backstage. I managed a few her. My ears didn't pick up on a 
minutes with Barry Reynolds who word until he said "University of 
spoke quietly but enthusiastically New Hampshire" whereup?n my 
aboutthetourand the new release. 
Upcoming Even ts. . . . 
stomach turned over and I stood 
still, waiting to ~e trie4: for 
intruding upon this scene. 
. . ' ·.. -B,ut be{i?re I ~_oul9 tpke 
any ·drastic, face-saving ac'tion · I . 
found my arm exte:tding toward 
hers and I heard IJlyself say as ':Ve 
shook hands '~it's such a good 
honor to meet you" (nervous 
v~rbatirn isn't always 
grammatically correct you know). 
As she smiled I dared to ask her 
five qu~stions in the space of one. 
She smiled through my gibberish 
and responded to the point I 
thought I was trying to make. I 
·was overwhelmed. After this 
exchange and afraid ofcornrnitting 
any further faux pas I hastily beat 
my retreat. As we were leaving 
the club my friend told me that 
while I had been talking to the 
guitarist he had hugged and kissed 
Marianne- with his balls I didn't 
doubt it. He also said that we 
could have stayed longer. I wish I. 
was as full of faith as he was. 
April 12th and 13th: "The Goblin Market'' a two-woman musical basedon the 
poem by Christina Rosetti. · Hennessey Theatre, 8 p.m .. 
April 16th: TheDavid Parsons Dance Company will perform a~ part of the 
UNH Celebritr Series at 8 p.m. in the Johnson Theatre~ For tickets call 
862-2290. 
April 21st:"StopTime" N~w England's foremost jazz/tap ensemble'. w_ill per-
form at The Music Hall in Portsmouth at 8 p.m. · Call 436-2400 for t1x info .. 
By St~phanie Artz 
If you missed a grade-B 
movie version of Waiting For Godot, 
you also missed your last chance 
to experience it in dance versi~n. 
Metekhi, The Georgian 
Philharmonic Folk Dance 
Company, · performed Saturday 
-~ght atthe Portsmouth Music Hall 
after leaving The Sands in Atlantic 
City. They ended a tourofthe U.S. 
that was cut short due to lack of 
promotional coverage, with their 
final performance at which they 
sold the last of their T-shirts and 
went on without any printed 
programs. Between the Music 
Hall'.s dark curtains, poor lighting 
and unprofessional ushers -
standiQ.g in the isles blocking 
people before the performance and 
shining their flashlights after it 
started - watching Metekhi was 
like sitting in a dark movie theater · 
while viewing a dance version of 
Beckett's tragicomedy. 
The female dancers gave 
the illusion of gliding but did little 
else, waving their arms to a loud, 
distorted sound system. They 
we~e then followed up by three 
men singing to an acoustic guitar 
. in a language I could · not 
understand. Then more dancers 
came on with the same toneless 
choreography and similar music; 
. thtm, after intermission, they did 
it again. I could have fo_rgiven it 
all ifl thought it to be in the interest 
r of a folk tradition, but when the 
three men came out again and sang 
"Love Me Tender" it was all over. 
The artists kept the mold 
cast for them and reappeared time 
THE NEW 
and _ again in various drab, 
seventies costumes. One 
impressiveknifedancecaughtmy 
attention in which sparks flew 
fro~ dagger tips flashing _ in 
combat, and then the women 
appeared at its climax and 
dropped a white handkerchief. 
, This energy could have been 
sustained in a similar dance which 
featured the men turning on their 
knees in circles around the stage, 
but the relentless pace that lacked 
punctuation, any touch of 
sensitivity or expression, made 
them_ appear more like trained 
poodles than artists'. And when 
the choreography insisted that all 
dancers move as one, it captured 
the potenti~l for excitement, but . 
the inane quality of the 
choreography stole its own 
expressive potential. 
As the music droned on 
and the dancers repeated their 
segments once to the right, then to 
the left, then in following each 
other in linear patterns, I was 
·reminded of an Afghan restaurant 
ItriedinasuburbofD.C. Thestaff 
was friendly, but it was hard to 
ig~ore the empty room, the high 
prices, the intrusive music and the 
food. Metekhi are well-trained, 
beautiful people. When the curtain 
went down the dancers waved 
back and I noticed something 
comical, something sad. My 
advice after this experience at the 
Music Hall? Go seeFiddler at the 
Bow Street Theater, Definitely. 
Sinead O'Connor ~ !Music ~view I 
Her Latest Album Is A Triumphant Success 
By Sean Carroll 
Sinead O'Connor 
I Do Not Want What I Haven't Got 
Ensign/Chrysalis Records 
Sinead -O'Connor has finally returned to disc after too long a hiatus. Her las_t 
album, The Lion and the Cobra, made her the darling of the critics, along with a large · 
collection of college stations. Her new album, I Do Not Want What I Haven't Got promises 
to make her the darling of the commercial world as well. The amount of hype this thing 
has gotten is amazing; from the cover of Spin to every broken down hometown newspaper. 
That's a lot pictures for a bald woman. (Although Spin superi!nposed hair or some kind 
of veil on her head for some reason.) · 
Judging by the ainount of play_ the first single, !'Nothing Compares 2U" has 
gotten, it seems to have been worth it. This track combines the pop savvy of Prince, who 
wrote the song (as should be obvious from his cutesy change-words-to-single-letters-and-
numbers signature) and Sinead's amazing voice, which is like gelid fire, or some other 
suitably obscur~ oxymoron. The point being, her voice is so frostily airy and yet she can 
pull such power out of it when she wants to. Her range is amazing; from a a high warble 
to tones low enough to shake your spleen. 
. "N.C.2U" is a great song, no question, and it is the obvious choice for the first 
single, a great blues-tinged pop song. The question is, what next? The rest of the album 
is just as strong as anything she's ever done, but_ it has a langorous, at times almost folk 
feeling to it, one that may not be destined for cpmmercial success. Not because it isn't great, 
but just because it doesn't have the pop sound. The complaint some are making about 
Sinead's selling out~ which is always made whenever anyone breaks through, seems 
particularly irrelevant. This album is great, but certainly isn't typical pop-pap._ The sound ·, _ 
is different, but if anything she has subtracted a lot of her tremendous guitar sound and raw 
power, and relies more on the power of her voice. "Feel So Diff~rent"; for example, features 
only strings for instruments, in an arrangement reminiscent of some old Moody Blues 
(before their dotage), but Sinead just manages to pull it off. 
Other songs that really move on this album include "Jump in the River" which 
appeared on the Married to the Mob soundtrack. It comes as no surprise to find out that this 
track was cowritten by Marco Pirro~i, the man behind Adam Ant's sound in his salad days. 
The lyrics are some of her best and most electric. The sound is a breathy lovesong powered 
by a guitar parts we can only assume are Pirroni inspired. A lovesong with Sinead's down 
to earth angle on it. "When I ·kissed you, you didn't mind, I thought I tasted like too many 
cigarettes, But you tasted like wine." Her songs are full of just enough gritty details to make · 
them achingly personal and real. She has grown considerably as a lyricist since her last 
album. 
She even tries her hand at political commentary on Black Boys on Mopeds. 
~IAfusic ~viewl The Worthy 
Anastasia Screamed 
By J.W. Morss 
Ground Zero's skeletal 
urban land-zone on Mass Ave in 
Cambridge was the setting last 
Wednesday ni.ght for two 
promisingyoung bands: Anastasia 
Screamed and Stormwindow. 
Both bands }:lave roots south of 
Boston: all three members of 
Storm window are from 
Weymouth, while two members 
or half of Anastasia Screamed hail 
from Framingham. After 
Wednesday night's perforinances 
I feel either band is capable of one 
day attaining national recognition. 
· The power punk trio of 
Stormwindowcameonfirst. Doug_ 
Thoms' fiery guitar playing 
topped a noisy crunch based in 
the rhythms of bassist Todd 
Sweezey;and new drummer Bill 
Feeney. The band's "Message To 
Ivan" has received extensive 
~ colleg~ radio airp_lay in 
· Massachusetts. Thebandhaseven 
played live on WAAF. "Message · 
To Ivan" is hyper Sabbath which 
cops the "Mountain Song" riff 
from Jane's Addiction. 
Storm window performed original 
blues thrashing material, 
including two cool Zeppelin and · 
Hendrix covers. Their set was 
tight and impressive. 
Unfortunately, the darkness in 
front of the stage concealed Doug 
Thoms' solos bythemonitors. Still, 
Stormwindow should be signed 
anyday. 
The sound of Anastasia 
Screamed recalls the Lemonheads 
· or early Husker Du with exotic 
and psychedelic textures. Their 
indie-released Electric Liz EP this · 
past fall last.~ only a few weeks in 
therecord stores before it sold out. 
The group has just finished its first 
full length recording entitled 
Lessons On The Lime House at 
Newbury Sound studios in Bo!:1ton. 
The work was produced by Drew 
Townson (Heretix) and should be 
out on the UK based Fire label 
(which is d"istributed in this 
, country by Dutch East India) June 
1. The band·will play around the 
area this summer before 
embarking on a European tour 
scheduled to start in September. 
Anastasia Screamed 
began their set with the aptly-titled 
"Rhythm Gun." Their set 
contained material from both their 
EP and upcoming release. The 
thyroid-challenging tempos 
attached to the eclectic guitar 
"England," she says, "is not the mythical land of madame George+roses, it's 
the home of police who kill black boys on mopeds ... Margaret Thatcher on 
T .V. seems so shocked by the.deaths that took place in Beijing, it seems strange 
that she should be so offended, The same orders are given by her." She says 
that she's leaving the country to save her child from that kind of grief, but you 
have to wonder where exactly she's going. The U.S.? Ha! . 
The album meanders through a variety of styles from fairJy straight 
ahead rock on "Jump in the River" to whisp'ery a capella on the title track "I 
Do Not Want What I Haven't Got", which alone might be worth the price of 
the album or disc. One song, "Iain Stretched on YourGrave",hasa traditional 
Irish sound. It features fiddle as the only instrument besides Sinead's voice. 
She has an amazing range for a 23-year-old Dubliner. Or for anyone, for that 
matter. Her first album, recorded when· she was only twenty (she was 
apparently discovered by U2's Edge), was already brilliant, this album is in 
most ways a more solid work. The only complaint some may have is its slow 
pace, we would like to hear more of Sinead's faster stuff, like "Jump" or 
"Lion" and "Cobra's Jerusalem". Those who absolutely must hear more of 
her beautiful voice should check out Stay Awake, Warner Records tribute to 
Disney. Sinead' s version of "Someday My Prince Will Come" is sheer bliss for 
her real fans. 
Chuck Gronning (left) and Chris Cugini (right) are from that 
awesome group Anastasia Screamed (Photo by J.W Morss) 
sounds on the first few numbers 
built to a. debilitating climax with 
"Sun Celebration" leading to 
''Disintegration." Singer/ guitarist 
Chuck Granning then cooled 
things off with a Patience-like 
acoustic ballad called ''Tricked 
Into Feel." 
Afterthisnumber, the set 
shifted gears precariously and led· 
eventually to the amorphous 
~'Violet" after another inscrutable 
number. "Searcher #9" followed, 
recalling a Stax number put 
through a Progressive waffle iron-
like .Otis Redding fronting 
Dinosaur Jr. The last.two settunes 
were a Savoy Brown-meets-
Metallica blues jam· and a strange 
song called "Shade." While 
Anastasia Screamed play songs 
which, though difficult to get a 
handle on, are truly sonic 
occurrences. Check the group out 
sometime soon:.they could be the 
next big thing. -
/ 











. Avarlable to college students,· faculty and staff* 
-- ·.Low interest rate 
· Affordable payments 
Up to $8,000 per loan 
·. Quick approval 
Easy to apply 
No application fee. 
· To apply for an IBM PS/2® Loan for Learning, 
visit your campus outlet or call the Nellie Mae 
Loan H_otlin~ at 1 (800) 634-9308. 
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Jobs in Alaska 
HIRING Men - Women • Summer/ 
Year Round. CANNERIES, FISHING, 
LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION 
upto $600 weekly, plus FREE room 
and board. CALL NOW! Call refundable. 
1-206-736-0777. Ext.~ 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, TUESDAY, APRIL · 10, 1990 
K?1 T ASk Tip _of the Week . 
.....JJ.) for Apnl 10th . 
Predict or make-up as many sample questions a~ 
you can;· then take your "sample" test. This will tell ym 











On Campus Interviews 
University of New Hampshire 
April 19 
PC Connection, lnc.1 named by Inc. magazine as the second fastest 
growing private company in the U.S.1 will be conducting on 
campus interviews at UNH. Come learn more about us on 
Thursday, April 19th. Sign up at the career placement office by 
April 11th. We could be just the company you're looking foL 
We currently have opportunities in Non<ommissioned Sales 
and Customer Service. 
We offer competitive wages ~d a benefits package that includes: 
• · Health Insurance 
• life Insurance 
• Short-term Disability Insurance -
• Delta Dental Plan 
• Profit Sharing/401K Plan 
• 10 Paid Holidays 
• 6 Paid Sick Days . 
• 10 Paid Vacation Days 
• One Paid Eye Tucam Per Year 
• Free Studded Snow Tires 
• Tuition Reimbursement 
• Fitness Reimbursement 
• Property lax Reimbursement 
' • Paid Bereavement Leave 
If you're interested in working in a challenging, smoke-&ee 
environment1 please sign up for an on campus intervi~ 
or contact our Personnel Department at: 
PC Connection,· Inc. 
_ 6 Mill Street 
Marlow, NH 03456 
603-446-3383 . 
An equal opportunity emp~oyer 
• Additional brochures and company i!lformation are 
available at the placement office. 
' . STUDENT SENATE \ ~~~~~~~~~~~;,ww~;.wmi:wi1$~m-.wm1;wt1mJmmm1~*~~%@"j#JW",@."".42~w..:r.wt.@PJm f;, -~~~§.W"~.«W'§~..@"..W-,?17$,W"'..wz@""#"§..@"~§...@"".«W"~..wz@""AW"..W-~~...@""..W--ofW..W-..W#~.@.?.@".@"&»"Rk»"k»?..W.?i?'Rm.?~~#..W#.«W"R~~& 
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Bills on the Floor: Sunday, April 8, 1990 
Student Senate Bill xi..:104: Safe Rides Budget 
Student Senate Bill XI-105: WUNHBudget 
Student Senate Bill Xl-107: Debate Socie~ncept 
Student Senate Bill XI-108: Debate Societ!,udget 
Student Senate Bill XI-111: Town Council Representative By-Law Changes 







no action taken 
Both the WUNH and Safe Rides Budgets were introduced last week. tabled. and re-e~amined on Sunday. The Debate Society chose to 
change its concept before the budget could be approved. The new concept includes provisions for a counseling service for undergraduates 
who may need assistance in preparing speeches or presentations. It also provides for debates between field experts on current topics and 
students. Their budget was also approved. By-law changes for the position of Town-Council Representative included the removal of that 
position from the Senate Executive Board and specifies channels and frequency of communication from that person to the student body 
about Town Council concerns. The Student Senate as a whole did not take any action on the referendum introduced by Jonathan , · 
Garthwaite. Before a vote was called. it was pointed out that less than 60% of voting members (the minimum needed to validate any 
action) were present. The Election Committee, who oversees all disputes and questions concerning election procedures and ballot 
'contents, met immediately after the meeting and approved that the referendum (in a changed form) should be placed on the ballot. 
· Need to sell: 20WATTPANASONIC 
STEREO. One piece unit with am/ fm, 
. dual cassette, high speed dubbing and 
dolby, record player, remote contro~, 
and matching speakers. Great condi-
tion. I upgraded and need the money . . 
Make an offer. Call BILL 862-5633. 
'86Yugo. Goodshape;n,rnswell. Great 
student or 2nd car. 63k. AM/FM. 
Rustproofing. $1,000 or b.o. 431 -2186 
after 7pm. 
0
*SOFTW ARE* WORD* PROCESSOR* 
MICROSOFT WORD 5.0-3.5" DISKS. 
ORIGINAL DISKS AND MANUALS. 
$100.00. Call 868-6544 
FREE TO GOOD HOME 
4 mo. old Dwarf Bunny. Cute and very 
· friendly. Amy 862-5589 
living room: couch, chair & two end 
tables. $100.orb.o. CallKelly743-5884 
Peugot PSV 12 racing bicycle for sale. 
Tubular tires, quick release wheels, . 
extremely light weight. A must see. 
Bill 868-6298 . 
1980 Datsun 310GX. In Good Condi-
; tion. $6~orB/O. Call868-7527(Tim) 
·Kawasaki 305 CSR Motorcycle. Pur-
chased new in 1987, 5,000 miles, new 
battery, crash bar, garage kept, tnust 
· ' see. Best offer., 862-?~85 
GUITARISTS! Beautiful Burgundy Les 
PautDeluxe'w /strrckpickups; deluxe · 
machine heads, made before 1975. 
MUSTSELL IfyfMEOIA TEL Y! $650.00 
hu:t ;wiJ.l bargain in_ or-der to-sell! Jon-
:·/athan 862-4431 KMD double guitar 
] stand included in -c;l~ill! /::, >,:: 
i ,, . - -. 
: ;''Dorm Refrige,ratbr;,$60. ,stereo: M}/ 
'." . •,FM, duel cassette; record player, $150. 
, >Book casehito.rage·-unit, ·perfect for 
]1dorm)10ldsrefr.igera.tor, disassembles, . 
~g'$75. 862-7585 
- ·ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT 
·?:SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Fords, 
- :Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus 
: .. -Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885 EXT. A 
. )8,587 
~MISTRAL 55T Sailboard. Super fast 
}cruser used 4 times 6.6 sail q_riginally 
_ :',$1100 priced for qu:i_<.i .sile $600. 742-
~7024 Craig 
,;- ------------.-----
•,' :/ 85 WINDSOR 10 SPEED~ 2.2", RAC-




772-6633 ASK FOR_ 
,SHAUN 
• '90 BRAND NEW LARGE GREEN 
. PATAGONIAPILEJACKET. NEVER 
WORN. $95.00 VALUE. ASKING · 
$50.00. H9ME659-7778; WORK 772-
· 6633 
·SAX FOR SALE-Olds "Parisian" tenor 
. sax w / .case + accessories. Good con-
dition, $425. Call Lynne M-F, 8-5 at 
742-445 Ex~. 746. 
IBM Compatible Printers: Silver Reed 
Daisy Wheel $100. Okidata M92 dot 
matrix $150. Tom@ 862-4105 
NISHIKI mountain bike. Mint condi-
tion. $100. Seldom used. 
IF THIS IS YOUR AD, YOU AT-
TACHED NO NAME OR PHONE 
NUMBER, SO THE AD IS DOING 
YOU NO GOOD. CALL THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE OR COME TO RM 110B 
TO RENEW THIS AD. 
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT 
.SEIZED VEHICLES from $,100. Fords, · 
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus 
Avatar Consignment Shop 
Windy Knoll Village 
62 Portsmouth Ave. 
Stratham, N.H. 
Gowns, jewel,ry, coll~ctjbles, ~anclf-
craffs, men's, women's, children s 
(infants - 6x) clothing. Hours: Tues-
day-Saturday 9:30-5. Thursday:9:30-
7 
PEA VEY AMP, Renown 400 Guitar 
Amp, 200 Watts, 2x12 cab, excellent 
conditio11 $250 or BO. Call Marc 743-
4563 
Soloflex exercise machine. Good con~ · 
dition, excellent for entire body work-
out. $68-2803 or 964-645.9 
rnMXTComputer. Newmcmitor,hard · 
drive, WordPerfect, Lotus. $700. Print-
ers: Citizen, $75. C.lton, $150. 
. Panasonic LQ, $275.00. 862-7585 
ATTENTION- HIRING! Government 
jobs~ y;i,u", area. Many immediate 
opening$ without waiting list or test. 
$17,840- $69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885 
ext R)8587. 
HELP WANTED 
TOWN OF DURHAM 
· DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 
Ernployees wanted to·assist.rn general ,., 
public works maintenance ,and .co~-
struction projects for the summer m 
the following departments: Highway . 
department, Buildin&, and Grounds, 
Wastewater Treatment Facility. Must 
be available for the ~ntire summer -
May. 28th or earlier through August 
· Summer Jobs Outdoors. Over 5,000 31, 1990 and must be 18 years of age. 
Openings! National Parks, Forests; RA TE: $6.50/hour. Application avail-
Fire Crews. Send Stamp for Free De- able at the Durham Town Office, Per-
tails. Sullivan & Associates. 113 E. scinnel Department through April 20, 
Wyoming, Kalispell, MT 59901. l990. THE TOWN OF DURHAM IS 
AN . AFF'iRMATIVE ACTION/ 
ATTENTION-HIRING! Government . EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EM-
jobs-your area $17,840- $69,485. Call . PLOYER. 
1-602-838-8885. Ext. R 18,587. ___________ _ 
WORK-STUDY POSITION: The Cen-
CR UISELINE JOBS $300 to $900 :ter for the H,uinanities needs one or 
weekly. Summer or year round. Call two students to work the remaining 
603-224-5227 Ext. 102 9a:r:n to 9pm · ~pring se~ester and if interested, the 
weekdays. summer semester .. The work involves . 
Rou~d-trip ticket to Greenville, N.C. transcribingtape-recordedinterviews. 
Depart April 27, return April 29. $150 Adventure Trip Leaders . Applicants should have good writing 
or BO 659-8607 Looking for students with GOOD ·skills and work processingexperienc;e 
Alll-1111111 .. l~lll~ll~ll!P.~ outdoor skills in Rock climbing or ~WordPerfectisesp~ciallydesirable. d l!I! w.! II!~., f Ill;'!'-' ,., ~ I!!""'- [:.ll White H2O canoeing to lead wk-end Flexible schedule - ~.00 an hour. 
. ~'' 1 %: '"\tf T] n '1 "f/ d:,=;.:.rgth:;~ :.:.•;,;~: .. ~~~;6cent~ for the Hurnaruttes at . RepreseRtative wanted for ·official ence cmd some extra cash. Stafftraih-
Earth Day Products inclu<;ting biod~- ing April 20 and 21. Interested Con-
gradable cleaning products, nory;:-am- · tad: Brent Bell 625-6431 
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. RENTALS: Looking for a home for 
next year?? LEE: Charming bedroom 
in private home. Kitchen Privileges. 
Quiet, mature student sot1ght. $~00 
month. - Contact Winona Pr.operhes 
Inc. Realtors, 659-5595 ask for Bonnie. 
RENTALS: Looking for a home for 
next year?? LEE: 3 bedroom apart-
ment in village center. Spacious, over-
looks yard. Large deck. Oil heat $~25 
month - Contact W'inona Properties 
Inc. Realtors. 659-5595. Asl< for Bon-
nie. 
RENTALS: Looking for .a home fot 
next year?? LEE: 1 bedroom,•kitchen, 
.bath. Nice yard. Pets negotiable. Deck. 
$500 month ... utilities included. . -
Contact Winona Properties Inc. Real- . 
· tors. 659-5595. Ask for Bonrrte. 
' RENTALS: LookingJ~~ a home next 
year?? L~E: Large 3 bedroom ·half · 
house. 4 acres. Garage. -Kitchen, 
Li~ing room; H /4 baths. Efficient oil 
heat. Dishwasher, washer'dryer: $1000 
-Conh~cf Winona Properties Inc. Real- · 
tors. ··659-5595. Ask for Bonnie. 
mal tested personal care pr,od:ucts and ;r-----------:-----
thenutritional products oftheAntarc- ;; ATTENTION: EASYWORK,EXCEL-
. tica Expedition + U.S. Ski Team. Ex- !:: LENT PAY! Assemble products at 
. cellent ineonie opportunity·fm full or ~' home. Details 1-602-838-8885 Ext. W 
RENTALS: Looking f~r a home for 
next year?? BARRINGTON: 2 Bed-
rooin house with beach rights near 
Swain's Lake. New Construction. ~750 
month. Contact Winona Properties 
Inc. Realtors. 659-5595. Ask for Bon-
Two summer subletters, one with fall nie . . 
option. Centrally located in Dover, very --------------
. part tjme. _ 603-394-7494' '.. ·_ · · ;,, 18,587 
~---------------
FREE RENT in exchange for 2 days of :~ GUIDO MURPHY'S, Cape Co,,~rs hot-
_"childcare. (Ly1ato1d). Days flexible. ·t,;t~trestaurant~barcomplex~ Interv.iew 
' Beiufiful Stratham location on Great . weekend, ' Saturday, April 21, 11:-5, . 
Bay. Ify~m love childr.en and need a . ,-$.unday April22,Noon-5. Season May. 
private:i>lace·to stttcty. Please call 772- . ,25-Sept. 3 and more. · Cori1er ~f West 
7003. , ·.· .Main and-Sea Streets, Hyanms, MA. 
A FREE GIFT ' JUST' FOR CALLING 
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1700 IN ONLY 
10 DAYS. Student groups, frats •·+ 
sororities needed· for mar~eting. proj-
- ect on campus. 'For details; plus your 
FREE GIFT, Group officers call 1-800-
765~8472 Ext.SO. - . 
WIN A HAWAIIAN VA CATION OR 
BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO 
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!! Objective: 
Fundraiser. Commitment: Minimal. 
Money: Raise $1,400. Cost: Zero 
Investment. Campus organizations, , 
clubs, frats, sororities call OCMC: 
1(800)932-0528 / 1(800)950-8472, ext. 
10 
Wilderness Instructors 
Looking for people interested in lead-
ing Wif derness triJW this summer for 
Mead Wilderness Base. Job includes 
leading backp<;1ck4'g, rock climbing, 
Mt. Biking,lakeand whiteH2Q.canoe-
ing trips. Need skilled and compas-
sionate leaders for the summer. Pref er 
applicants that are 21 or olde.r. Pa~ is 
approximately $1,000 (vanes with 
experience) + room and board and 
equipment discounts. Interested: 
Please contact Brant Bell, 625-6431 
MODELS WANTED FOR SEVERAL 
LINGERIE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS. 
ONLY THOSE WHO ARE CONFI- · 
BENT PHYSICALLY NEED ,APPLY. 
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY, 
BUT YOU MUST BE COMFORTABLE 
WITH PHOTOGRAPHY ANDSHEER 
GARMENTS. RA TE IS FLEXIBLE, 




CRUISELINES, & AMUSEMENT 
PARKS, NOW accepting applkations 
for summer jobs an9, career positions. 
For Free information package and 
· COME ON DOWN! .. 
Product Demonstrators. . Good $$ 
doing in-~tore sampling in your areal. 
~ funnewproduct. Flexiblehours. Call 
1-800-PRQMO-GO. 
ATTENTION: EASYWORK,EXCEL-
LENT PAY! Assemble products at 
home. Details (1)602-838-8885. ext. 
W-18587 
ATTENTION: HIRING! CRUISE 
SHIP, CASINO, HOTEL JOBS! FREE 
TRAVEL BENEFITS! Details call 1-
·602-838-8885. Ext. Y-18587. 
Looking for a sorority, fraternity or 
student organization that would like 
to make $500- $1000 for a one week on-
cani. pus marketing pr0ject. Must be 
organized . and hard working. Call 
Bode or Elizabeth at (800)592-2121 
ATTENTIONSTARVINGSTUDENTS 
- DO YOU LIKE. TO TALK ON THE 
PHONE? WE HA VE JUST THE 
RIGHT PART-TIME JOB FOR YOU -
CALL 743-3261 FOR DETAILS. 
Lookingforsummeremployment? We 
are a personnel service that offers a 
variety of temporary office positions 
in the Northern MA, Southern NH,, 
and Southern ME areas. We offer top 
wages and referral bonuses. Call Key 




ing provided. Work close to school. 
Car recommended. Call Steve Gor-
man at · (800)344-6766 for details & · 
application. METRO MARKETING 
GROUP . 
Int. Pharmaceutical Co. looking for 
large bedrooms, one room with pri- RENTALS: Looking for a homejor 
vateentrance,nice~eigh_borhood. Rent next year?? BARRINGTON: 3 bed-
$233 in fall, negotiable m summer: room spacious duplex. Lqvely yard. 
· · .. •~- .. . .·, Garage. Gasheat. $825month-Con-
R0ommate.neededfor sµmmer sublet,i'il t~ct Winonli Properties 1nc. Realtors. 
of a 2 bedroom house in Durham. 659-5595. Ask for Bonnie. 
Furnished .. $300 plus UJtilities. Tim or 
D~ve 868-7120 
SUMMER HOUSING AVAILABLE!! 
. A Newmarket home that houses 6 
peopl.e. Off streetparking, next to two 
COAST • bus stops. Spacious dining . 
room, living room, kitchen, and 
glassed-in porch. Oothes washer and · 
.dishwasher. Newly renovated, $225/ 
·month INCLUDES UTILITIES. Rent 
with some friends! Call Abi at 659-
2386. 
SUMMER RENTAL - Student house 
rooms. available $200 per month:: June 
·~ August.. 1 ·mile. from campus,. Call 
, ELAINE 332-f568 or 33,5-2685 : 
One summer' subletter needed. Du-
plex located in the heart of qover, 
walking d-istance to caravan and 
'. downtown. Three stories, large back-
yard, .eat in. kitchen. Rent $215 per 
month. · , 
· FALL SEMESTER ROOMS AV AIL-
. ABLE - Student House - 1 sin'gle bed..: 
room $1350 per semesteL 1 double 
bedroom $1200 pet: semester. Heat . 
included. Lotsofroom. Quiet location 
1 mile from campus. Call ELAINE . 
332-2568 after six 
ATTENTION PARENTS! Quality 2 
BR Condo, fully applianced, W /D, 
ample parking, convenient location, 
easy commute to University. Whynot 
own? Benefit froin your investment, 
creative financing available, only 
$68,500. Call Century 21 Attio Proper-
ties, (603) 433-1555 for viewing. 
RENTALS: Looking for a home for 
next year?? LEE: 2 BR mobile. Oil 
heat. Countrysetting. $625/mohth. -
Contact Winona Properties Inc. Real-
tors .659-5595. Ask for Bonn,ie. 
GET HOUSING FOR NEXT SCHOOL 
YEAR!! Great Newmarket home with 
six spaces available. Off street park~ r 
RENTALS: Looking for c1 new home 
for next year?? BARRINGTON: 2 
Bedroom WATERFRONT aparttnen t. 
Fireplace. Gas heat. Screened porch ... 
views of Swain's Lake! $650/month. ~ 
Contact Winona Properties Inc. )~.eal-
tors. 659-5595. Ask fat Bonnie. : 
RENTALS:· Looking for a home for 
next year?? DOVER: Room in private 
home. Kitchen privileges. $325 / 
month. Karivan stop! - Contact 
Winona Properties Inc. Realtors.659- . 
· 5595. Ask for Bonnie. 
RENTALS:· -looking· fot1 home:next 
· year?? LEE: private bedroom in his-
torical colonial. Shared kitchen and 
baths (4) 4 miles from UNH. : $350 
includes utilities. - Contact Winona 
Properties lnc. Realtors .. 659-5595 Ask 
for Bonnie. · 
Teachers - Rochester apartment, 
immaculate 2 bedroom, kitchen, din-
ing & living rooms, heat, hot water 
included, laundry hook-up, garage. 
$575 per mon-th~ security deposit. No 
pets. 332-7215. · 
Durham apartment: Walk to campus, 
2 bedroom for 3' or 4 people. Call 868-
1632 . 
NEWMARKET APARTMENT FOR 
RENT: 2 be.drooms, large Ii ving room, 
kitchen+ bath. On K-van route plus 
plenty of parking space available. He,at 
+ hot water included in rent. Some 
furniture also available. Apt. avail-
able May 1st. Call 659-3654 or 659-
5025 nights. 
Durham - Beautiful 3 BR comtempo-
rary house walking distance to cam-
pus. avaJl.Junel.sec.dep.req. $1200/ 
mo. faculty or staff only. 868-1676 
Centrally located in Dover near Kari-
van route, 4 bedrooms, living room, 
kitchen, 625 includes -he.at. Leas.ere-
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quired. No pets. 742-7908 between 7-
9 pm. 
- ApplicationsfortheGreekhonorsoci-
CASH FOR GOLD. The Gold Ex.- · ADOPTION: Bedtime stories+ sand- ety, Order of Omega, are now avail-
change will pay immediate cash for castles;weoffetourlovetoyourbaby. able. Seeyourhousepresidentorvisit 
youtgoldinanyform. 743-4796. Leave Call Sue+ Jamie collect, about adop- the Student Activities office for de-· SUMMER Sub letter Needed! Fall 
option, beautiful apartment, in LEE, 5 
mi from campus, big YARD, PARK-
ING, PRIVATE ROOM, $185/ 
MONTH - KEITH 659-2089 
a message. tion. (802)235-2312. tails. 
female roommate needed May 1st! 
Own room, washer/ dryer, cheap utili-
ties,· gorgeous apt. in downtown 
Newmarket. Call659-8613. Rent$230/ 
mo. 
DON'T MISS OUT: Positions avail- That was really mean! I said it was all 
able ~or the Award winning Granite a joke! Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha 
yearbook for 90-91 including: Busi- ,. Ha Ha Ha! It was a big lie! And didn't 
ness Mgr., Advertising Mgr., Office you all have funny reactions. Me 
Mgr., Productions Mgr., Literary Edi-
tor, Photo Editor, and Chief Photogra- Notes each· day telling y~u my plans 
pher. Stop by rm 125 MUB Today. for the day - this is the key to our 
862-1599. Applications due April 20. relationship. 
$$, experience, and resume material! -------------
Dover Bluff Condo - 2 bed room, 1 
bath, fireplace, 
1
washer / dryer, sun 
deck, gas heat, storage, weight room 
and sauna. Bus route - $62,000 owner 
will finance! Call (207)676-9372 
DURHAM - Furnished single bed-
rooms with shared bathroom for fe-
rnale studentsonl y. Availablefor1990-
91 academic year. Private entrance. 
Ten minute walk from T-Hall. Off 
street parking. $11.50 per semester 
including utilities. Call 868-2217 after 
4pm. 
Co-edsummerhousingatAGR. $35/ 
week, $100 deposit. Also rooms avail-
able for fall (males). To inquire, call 
Andre, 868-9859. 
Newmarket - 2 room efficiency . . In-
cludes hot water. Paneled, carpeted, 
first floor, launderette, parking. Secu-
rity deposit, no pets, negotiable lease. 
$360 monthly plus oil heat 603-659-
2655. 
Newmarket Studio - Includes hot 
water. Paneled, carpeted, full-bath, 
launderette, parking. Security deposit, 
nopets,negotiablelease. $295monthly 
plus heat. 603-659-2655. 
Newmarket 2 bedroom. First floor, 
country location full bath, launder-
ette, oil heat, panelled, plenty of park-
ing, inexpensive utilities. No pets, 
security deposit, short or long term 
lease available. 603-659-2655 
RENTAL - HAMPTON BEACH. 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE FULLY 
FURNISHED. REASONABLE. $450/ 
MONTH. CALL 617-246-1431/245-
0733 AFfER 6:00 PM 
DURHAM. Singles, doubles, and 
suites in renovated building across 
from New England Center. All units 
have kitchenettes. Ask about free 
Disney World vacation. Call 868-2192. 
SBP /SBVP Debate April 12th. Straf-
ford Rm., MUB 12:30 - 2:00 pm 
ORDER YOURS NOW!! Whittemore 
School of Business sweatshirts. Gray 
with blue lettering. Mostly large, some 
extra large. $20 deposit with order -
$15 with delivery of sweatshirt. SEE 
LEEANN in Devine 222 for details. 
Great gifts for birthdays and gradu-
ation! 
There once was a girl with a roommate 
named Dan, _' · 
She always refused to make do with a 
can. 
To her lit book she rushed to rip out a 
sheet, 
And waited for Dan to make the eve-
ning complete. 
To Chaz + Tricia, we couldn't have 
· done it without you. Love, the sisters 
ofi<.1 
Just who is Delores? 
THE HYPNOTIST - April 11 - 7:00 
p.m. - STRAFFORD RM - $1.00 AD-
MISSION W /ID 
ADOPTION 
CAN YOU HELP? 
N .H. couple wishes to adopt a healthy 
infant. Will provide a loving, caring 
and secure home environment. Re-
lated expenses paid. Please con tact 
our attorney, David S. Osterman at 
.(603)6694589. 
To SCOTT DEMERS whose address I 
don't have- I'm sorry I couldn't write, 
but I haven't forgotten you! Love, 
Pauline 
Laura, The unique pear-shape of your 
breasts, your endless supple legs 
topped of by a high, firm butt. I could 
only dream of looking like you. 
Leave . the driving to us. Call Safe 
SUMMER SUBLETTERS NEEDED! . Rides 862-1414 
Large, beautiful apt. on Main St.. 
Dishwasher, washing machine, 2 
baths,6openings. Fernalesonly. $225/ 
mo. 868-6013. 
Summer Housing $35 a week 1 month 
deposit. Now taking applications for 
fall semester. Room/Board/Social 
$1,450 plus $100 refundable room 
deposit. Alpha Gamma Rho call for · 
Andre 868-9859 
Cape Cod Sumfller Rental sleeps 6-7, 
furnished, Wes.t Y arrnouth - Gose to 
beaches, down town Hyannis, and hot 
spots. Reserve early - available week-
ends for job hunting. Call after 5 pm 
508-477-3586 
Vote McCabe-Elek SBP and. SBVP 
Save your lunch $for a week_. Pick up 
your copy of the award winning '89 
Granite yearbook. A mere $5 to re-
rnem ber your years hereat UNH. Stop 
by room 125 MUB . . 
To my little buttercup -
Surprised? Your first personal. I told 
you I would. We've had some fun 
times but I'll be back for more. O.K.? 
Remember the bum, dinner party, the 
Wendys, The Papas, Karl's, B+R, etc. I 
miss ya, me 
Do you know the issues? Find out! 
................ 11111111111111.... SBP /SBVP DEBATE April 12th 
•,•1;,:31•1~~11a ,.. • •• ■ ■ • •■■ ■ 1 .,.. To all the men who participated in the Greek God Contest, Thank you! You 
LOST: BLUE CAMP-TRAILS BACK- . all did a fantastic job. Love, the sisters 
PACK containing books + notebooks of KLl 
of great importance. Call Andy 659-
2095. LOSTATLOWERHUDDON4- ATTENTION - THE HYPNOTIST -
· 4 APRIL 11th - 7:00 PM - STRAFFORD 
I H fit• n ta i, :~:~msrruction. Theb6tttilln-
... • • -- • ■ ■ I ■ • ..,.. ing at the best prices. Private lessons, 
Abolish empty wallets! Got ideas for 
t-shirts? Tum them into money - low 
production cost. T-Shirts Plus 431-
4355 . 
Children's classes, Morning and Eve~ 
ning classes. Physical Fitness, Self 
Defense and Discipline for all ages. 
CallHwang'sTaeKwon-Doat603-743-
6500. . 
Looking to get more involved next 
semester? PEOPLE FOR THE AD-
VANCEMENT OF VOLUNTEER 
EFFORTS(PAVE)islookingforpeople 
who want to help others. We are 
having an organizational meeting on 
APRIL 17th AT 7:00 PM in the 
GRAFTON ROOM in theMUB. Come 
. see what it's all about. For more infor-
mation call George at 862-4421 
*Adoption* 
Happy, financially secure woman 
eager to share undivided love of life 
withachild. Yourwishesmat_ter. Call 
Judie collect 508-7~1282. 
Alright, I'm a loser who sleeps through 
cocktails parties while her friends are 
out having a blast and swillingdrinks! 
I hope Gail didn't drink everything so 
we can do it again. I'll set .my alarm 
this time. Love you all, Bess. 
Preserve your memories for only $5. 
Pick up for Award winning 1989 Gran-
ite NOW - Room 125 MUB 
LINDA'S TRUCKING AGENCY (A ' 
STA TE-FUNDED BUSINESS) 
DELIVERY AND PICK-UP ALL OVER 
CAMPUS. NO JOB TOO TRIVIAL. 
CALL EXT. 1436 
Operation Stat is in full force. 
GOV. GREGG WANTS TO VETO 
YOUR ABORTION RIGHTS! LET 
HIM KNOW THAT GOVERNING 
THE STA TE GIVES HIM NO BUSI-
NESS INTO THE PERSONAL DECI-
SIONS THAT WOMEN MAKE! 
WRITE: JUDD at EAST _ROAD, 
GREENFIELD N.H. 03047 
GUAM, IDAHO,ISN.H.NEXT? NOW 
MORE THAN EVER YOU NEED TO 
BE ACTIVE! STUDENTS FOR 
CHOICE MEETS MONDAY NIGHTS 
-7:30 PM-HAM-SMITH RM 42 
Laura Mean Supreme Hostess Queen. 
OK. I admit it. You did a, well, very 
fair job organizing Saturday night. 
Anp. even though Butt Head ruined it, 
I thought just playing "The Get To 
Know You Game".rnade the whole 
evening worthwhile. 
Bud Night! Ha, only kidding! Come 
pickup your copy of the award win-
ning 1989 Granite Yearbook. Only $5. 
Room J 25 MUB. 
Eat papa eat! Who ever heard of a 
skinny Santa? Come to A~ for spa-
ghetti on Wed. April 11 from 5-7 pm. 
Kathy Hal ey: Ben came up to me at the 
party Saturday night and said: "Geez, 
every man here wants a better look at 
Kathy's huge melons." 
To the blonde on the Women's track 
team who sits in the front row of my 
MW PSYC 511 class. I've been trying 
to think of something interesting to 
say, but I think I have writers block. 
Anyway, !'hope your ankle gets better. 
Hi Kathy! 
THE HYPNOTIST ..: April 11 - 11:00 
P.M. - STRAFFORD RM - $1.00 
ADMISSION W /ID 
SBP /SBVP Debate April 12th Straf-
ford Rm, MUB 12:30 - 2:00 pm 
Ol<ay, so I'm a drunk. So I pass out The 1989 Granite yearbook is in. 
alone on loveseats and get sex:.ctazed ''BATTLE OF THE BICEPS" Remember your 4,5, or 6 yrs. here at 
photographerstotakE;rnehome.Idon'~ ., UNH ·Open Armwrestling Touma- . UNrJ. _Only $5 Room 125 MUB. 
perceive that as a problem, dp you? ·. '. ~eitt. ' Satn:n;lay,.April 21 - interested 
call862-4379-charity "Durham Infant Attention All Greeks!!! 
__ ,_. , . ·-- ..;"." ... . ' '_ 'Cent~f_;;:~>li,{:;'~:> _. . :_ ~ ., -~ .. ~ H,._ , .,✓, '.ii< .• • ~ -!+ c· ,_-_,. 1:,-. "'--" 
--------,------
Come see Bob Chase perform HYPNO-
SIS in the Strafford Rm. at the MUB on 
April 11th at 7:00 pm! 
Hey! We want you!!! Positions avail-
able for the 1990-91 Granite yearbook. 
Business Mgr.,. Advertising Mgr., 
Production Mgr., Office Mgr., Chief 
Photographers, Senior Section Coor-
dinator, Literary Ed., Photo Editor, 
Sports Editor. $$, experience, resume 
material & fun. Applications due April 
20 862-1599. Room 125 MUB. 
INTERESTED IN BECOMING A 
STUDENT ADMISSIONS REPRE-
SENTATIVE? Applications are avail-
able in the Admissions Office, ·Grant 
House, and are due on Friday, April 
13. This is_your chance to share your 
UNH experfences with prospectiv~ 
UNH students, develop valuable pro-
fessional skills, and be an integral part 
of the admissions process! 
Eat my shorts rn.an. Eat my spaghetti 
man. Bart Simpson eats spaghetti at 
Alpha Xi Delta. Wed., April 11 5-7 pm 
$3.00 
Dave Jenkins: Was the puck in the 
freezer last night? 
It's just like donuts. 
Women's Issues in Literature. Free 
discussion . . Bring material. Men and 
women authors encouraged. Thurs, 7 
pm Chesire Rm. Contact: 862-2259 · 
ADOPTION: A loving home is wait-
ing for the baby (inf. - 6 mos.) who will 
become part of Steve & Chris' family. 
If you're considering adoption, please 
call their adoption advisor, Dawn, at 
Friends in Adoption, 802-235-:-2312 . 
(collect). , 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE HAS EXTRA 
PAPERSTOBERECYCLED. If you're 
interested please come to rm 110-B in 
the MUB and pick them up. 
JEFFM. 
You are an inconsiderate ASSHOLE, 
you better make it up to her (or you 
will suffer)! -BECKY'S FRIENDS 
A real dick move. A total lack of class. 
A disgusting, revolting display. That's 
what it was; I won't forget it either. 
Scumbag. 
WOMEN'S ISSUES RESOUCE CEN-
TER-meeting 7 p.m. Coos Rm. MUB 
will be planning and recruiting for 
upcoming events. ALL WELCOME! 
PARACHUTING-MAY 5th. Go wild, 
riskandexperienceskycountry! Jump 
out of a plane and glide back and forth 
across the sky!!! $85 deposit needed in 
the NHOC office rm 129 MUB ASAP 
or call 862-2145 for more.info. Bring a 
friend. There is a 15 person limit so act 
quickly and fly! Thanks! 
Send a farewell message to your fa-
vorite gradua:ting senior. Ad space in 
the 1990 Granite Yearbook. Small -
$5, Medium - $10, Large - $20. Room 
125MUB. 
PHI MU ANNUAL ROCK-A-THON 
to benefit Children's Miracle Network 
Telethon. April 11 9-4 in the Merri-
mack Rm in the MUB 
Yayy!! Jill's home! 
JOYFUL 
SORRY WE HAD TO MOVE, BUT 3 
ISTHEMAGICNUMBER. NO MORE, 
NO LESS. LOVE, WHIT AND KEL 
ADOPTION: Areyouinneedofhelp? 
We are too. Young, happily married 
professional couple is eager to become 
Mom & ·Dad. We offer a baby love, 
happiness, security · & much more. 
Please call Jay andJQAnne collect any-
time at (802)235-2312. 
OPEN DISCUSSION ON RAPE-
Wednesday 7 p.m. Merrimack Rm. 
MUB. Corne voice your views, ques-
tions, or just listen. ALL WELCOME! 
ATTENTION! Have you ever run a 
PICTURE PERSONAL in THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE? Well PLEASE ·come 
claim your pictures! Sure, they' re nice 
- but we don't want them anymore! 
Corne to Rm 110B, MUB. 
. Momma Mia! All you can eat! Spa- · 
ghetti Dinner at Alpha Xi Delta 
Wednesday April 11from5-7pm. Cost 
$3.00. 
Greek Scholars!! 
· Order of Omega, the Greek honor 
society for academics and leadership, 
is now accepting applications. See 
you house president or come to the 
Student Activities Office for info. 
IIC evaluates markets & industry for 
future employment potential. Inter-
national trade information, foreign 
brothers and import/ export in 20 
countries as well as other informa-
tions, SASE for list of information: II C, 
Box 5128 Dept -1, Portsmouth, N.H. 
03802-5128 
Jason 
- Of course you were wonderful in the . 
contest. You sang my favorite song! 
Please forgive my unintentional for-
getfulness. Chaz 
Mr . .Levin ... How's your lip? See what 
Wyoming can do? 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE HAS EXTRA 
PA PERS TO BE RECYCLED. If you' re 
interested please come to rm 110-B in 
the MUB and pick them up. 
Want a Quiet Place to live? Try 
HUDDLESTON HALL. 24-hour quiet 
dorm. For an application see Joanne 
Pearl in Hetzel Rm 128 
I3~b Chase the HYPNOTIST will be at .. , · 
the MUB tomorrow night, April 11, in 
the Strafford Rm at 7:00 pm. Be there! 
Bring canned food or money to your 
dining hall to help HUDDLESTON 
HALL feed the hungry April 23-27. 
On a cool sprin·gnigh t would you off er 
your throat to the wolf with the RED 
ROSES? 
GreekGodseatSpaghettiatA~ .. Wed. 
April ll,5-7pm,3StraffordAve. $3.00. 
All you can eat. 
Holly, Holly ... how I wish I could share 
as much of your time, as well as your · 
ice cream ... 
Hey Lynchbag, I miss you. 
Gail Robertson: The coolest part was 
when you tried to sit on the imaginary 
chair. Everyone likes a drunk. 
JSD: All I want to know is why you 
tried to throw everything you own~d 
outyotirwindowSaturdaynight. Poor 
Bob. He ought to kill you. At least my 
demonic laugh is c~ptured on tape. 
Yeah Gail! You were way drunk! 
6MA1ta& 
NEED TO GET YOUR CAR TO THE 
WEST COAST? CALL 868-9711; 862-
2117 or 862-2002 AND ASK FOR JEN 
F, TAMARA, OR HEATHER B. 
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESS-
ING FOR ALL REPORTS, THESES, 
CORRESPONDENCE, ETC., TAPE 
TRANSCRIPTION, LASER PRINT-
ING. EXPERIENCED, REASON-
ABLE, QUICK-RETURN. JANET 
BOYLE, 659-3578. 
Typing services, 19+ years of sec. exp.; 
reasonable rates; call Jeannine Dube 
at 603-267-6379 (home) or 603-225-
1411 (work) 
I 
Confused, need help? Not sure where 
to turn? Contact STUDENT DEVEL-
OPMENT· OFFICE, Room 208 Hud-
dleston hall, 862-2050; 
. ADOPTION: Loveandsecurityawait 
your infant in our family. We have a 
big sister, proud grandparents, and a 
large extended family nearby with an 
abundance of love. Expenses paid. 
Legal/ confidential. ·Please call Eileen 
and Tom~ (203)-298-9028 collect. 
Needsomething,butdort'tknowwhat 
office at UNH can help you? Contact 
STUDENTDEVELOPMENTOFFICE, 
Room 208, Huddleston hall, 862-2050. 
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS 
SUMMER? Jet there anytime for $160 
or less, with AIRHITCH® (as reported 
in NY Times, Let's Go! & Consumer 
Reports.) For details call: AIRHITCH 
212-864-2000. 
Round-trip ticket to Greenville, N.C. 
DepartApril27,returnApril29. $150 
or BO. 659-8607 
Wou(c£you · 
[if(g, to put in 
a persona( or 
a cfassifieti ? 
Stop by the 
BUSINESS 
· -- OFFICE 
RoomllOB, MUB 
or ·-call 862-1323 
THE NEW "HAMPSHIRE; TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 1990 
There'_s a job for you inSummer Camp 
The American Camping Association (NY) will make 
_ your application avail. to over 300 camps in the 
Northeast. Exciting opportunities for college 
students and professionals. Positions avail: all land 
· and water sports, kitchen, maintenance, arts and 




Pregnancy Center · 
FREE & CONFIDENTIAL 
pregnancy testing 
couseling & infomiation 
practical supp~rt We ·Care! 
. R.N.'s, M.D.'s. College Credit Available CALL 
OR WRITE FOR APPLICATION. 
.AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION~ HOTLINE 749-4441 
J._ 12 West 31st Street, New York, NY 10001, ;iit:;~:i;~•i:v!~.~~ 
~ 1-800-777-CAMP. 
STRAFFORD PLACE 
LEASE NOW FOR '90-•·91 . 
Studio Rooms and Suites/ Renovated and Furnished 
All rooms with Kitchenettes 
Call-.868-2192 for information. 
Mon.-FrL 9am-1 pm, 2pm-4pm 
~ ,. ~ . . 
'10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824 
PAGE33 
tf ORDER tr 
YOURS NOW! 
Whittemore School of 
Business sweatshirts. Gray · 
w/ blue lettering. Large & · 
X-Large. $20 deposit w/ 
order --$15 upon delivery .. 
See LeeAnn in Devine 222'r 
details. Great gifts for 
Birthdays and Graduation! 
i--$--2---9--5-----i 
I ' I 
I . I 
- 1 each 1 
I You select from our 7 · I 
I delicious · I . 
I Orient Express . I 
I Luncheon Specials I L----~---------~ 
Meet our chef 
directly from Peking 
Cocktails - Exotic Drinks -
Take Out 
60 Main st. Downtown Durha 
868-1221 
with this coupon. Expires April 23.1990 
one special per coupon 
Looking for Energetic, 
Dedicated and Committed 




SAFE RIDES TEAM 
-gain valuable experience · 
-become more involved in 
_ student life 
-great resume material 
-compensated position $ 
,~=f call 5696 or 5697 
or 
Pick up application in 
Safe Rides Mailbox in 
-
basement of the MUB. 
c:p'J/ Pick-up petitions in the 
-~ . student senate office 
DEALINE _HAS BEEN EXTENDED TO : 
Wednesday, April llth, 4:00pm 
RETURN TO:· BETH CLARK; 
\ PARLIAMENTARIAN, ROOM f30, MUB 
• 
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The men's lax team lost a tough one to UMasslast Saturday. They will 
play at Boston College Wednesday at 7pm. (photo, Mike Parnham) 
UNH laxmen drop one 
' ; 
to UMass, 20-15 
Milhous takes command pf defense, 
~akes 26 saves on the day 
By Don Taylor 
1:~~~ss< }< : {Stfhe UNH . : :::: t zol men's lax 
team lost to UMass last Saturday 
in a shootout, at Amhers.t. Mark 
Botnick and Dave Robinson each 
had four goals to lead the 'Cats 
attack. 
Coach Ted Garber said that· 
the loss; whiledisappointing, was 
not discouraging. ''There's a long · 
way to go before the season's 
end," said Garber, who expressed 
hope of a playoff rematch. 
UNH rode two Robinson 
scores to a 4-3 lead after one 
quarter. The gameremaine<;i close 
in the second period with up and 
down play and plenty of good 
scoring chances, but UMass took 
an 11-8 lead into the break. 
The third quarter saw the 
defense tighten up with the 'Cats 
down only four, 1~10. UNH 
caught a bad break when a Bill 
Sullivan goal was called back, 
because his foot was on the goal 
crease line. 
The 'Cats mounted a quick 
comeback and pulled within two 
at 15-13 with three minutes gone 
in the fourth period. The Minute-
men countered with thr~e strikes 
to push the margin back.to five at 
18-13. The teams traded goals in 
the last five minutes to account for 
the final score. 
Jeff Mechura, who collected 
two goals and four assists for the 
'Cats, said there was no reason to 
be down. "We showed some good 
signs in staying in contention with 
them (UMass)," said Mechura. 
The Minutemen are currently 
ranked 15th in the country. 
Stowe Milhous made 26 saves 
in net for UNH. "Stowe played a 
fantastic game," saidMechura, ''he 
took command of the defense and 
showed great leadership." 
Coach Garber said the game 
camedowntowhomadethemost 
oftheiropportunities. UMassout-
shot the ·. 'Cats 65-51 and capital-
ized on more changes. 
''It was a great ga:i;ne to play 
· in," said Mechura. ''The fans just 
go crazy. It would be nice if they 
were cheering for us." . 
Coach Garber pointed out 
that of the 81 goals · scored this 
season by the 'Cats, 43 have been 
assisted. He also said that the 
team is playin:g well together and 
doing what it takes to win. 
UNH will get · a chance to 
bounce back Wednesday against 
Boston College. 
· Coach Garber said that he 
ne~ds to get the team mentally 
prepared for BC. ·"we can't look 
past anybody," he said. 
"We're not in a position to 
take anybody lightly," said 
Mechura. When asked about the 
BC game, Mechura was confident, 
but said, "We can't afford to make 
any mistakes against them." 
''They (BC) always get up for us," 
said Coach Garber. "It's a big game 
for them." 
It's also a big game for the 
'Cats. 
We are accepting applications . 
for all positions: 
~ . President 
"11""'<..J Business Manager 
Arts & Lecture Director __ 
2 Publicity Directors p:zz/. . 





Com.e see what we are all about! 
Room 148 in the MUB 
j'"'"""----------------------------------- --- --~-~-,-,-1-,-,-1- ~ - ·------·--- --·---~----------==,,-----
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Close races plague-
women's crews 
By Sandy Cutshall 
Racing before a strong crowd Coxswain Pam Rallis said the 
of supporters on the Oyster River biggest problem with her crew was 
Saturday afternoon, the UNH · that they were taken by surprise 
women's varsity and novice crew by Northeastern. 
teams took on Dartmouth and "We were fast off the start 
Northeastern, and placed second and rowed aggressively to the 700 
to the Huskies crew in the varsity (meter mark). But when they 
eight race. In the other three races started to make their move, we got 
of the day, UNH fell to the other_ sort of freaked out. We need to 
crews, but nonetheless made a learn to fight it out _more when 
strong showing in several close thathappens. We need a stronger, _ 
contests. · higher sprint." 
_AfteralosstoBostonUniver- Rower Christine Weed 
sity last weekend, the UNH var- agreed, saying she felt the boat 
sity eight fought hard with the didn't row as well as they had last 
other two crews,· leading the first weekend. "We didn't keep our · 
· half of the race. The Northeastern heads in the boat. We didn't have 
_crew then caught and passed UNH the rhythm and just couldn't seem-
in the sprint, finishing the 1750 to pull it out and go like we did (in 
meter course four seconds ahead the MIT racef" 
of UNH with a time of 5:55.2. The Novice coach Cecily Kiefer 
time for UNH was5:59.9,followed said that both of the varsity boats 
by Dartmouth with 6:06.2. Ac- rowed at stroke rates which were 
. cording to rower Kate Scanlon, _ too high and that they needed to 
the race was a definite improve- . settle do,wn more. 
, ment over last weekend for the "They both rowed gutsy 
boat. races, but ran out of energy atthe 
~'The feeling of being ahead sprint." Kiefer mentioned the 
at the beginning was really great, youth of the varsity team and 
but we need toworkonoursprint," suggested that they had a lot of 
said Scanlon. A first year varsity opportunity to work on their 
rower, she is typical of UNH's sprints. 
young varsity team, which lacks Inthenovice(A)and(B)races, . 
son." 
racing experience but shows the UNH crews both lost to the 
strongpotentialforthefuture. The visiting crews, but.only by a mat- ''They <the novices) have got-
UNH varsity eight currently has ter of seconds in each race. The ten a good start to the season now 
foursophomorescompetinginthe times in the (A) race saw Dart- and know what to expect. Both. 
boat. 
boats are rowing hard, but kind of mouth winning with 5:59 .1, fol- -
rough. Now its time to use that 
Inthevarsityfourrace, UNH lowed by Northeastern at 6:01.1 
::. f_elftoNortheastern,adisappoi~t- and UNH, 6:05.8. In the (B) race, energytomake themgoforward." 
ing loss after last weekend's vie- Northeasternwonwith6:17.7,fol- TheUNHwomen'screwteam 
tory over MIT. This race was lowed by Dartmouth with 6:21.5 has this weekend free, but then 
~imilar to the varsity eight in that and UNH with 6:26.8. travels to Washington D.C. to 
_UNH started out in front and lost Kiefe r said_ t he losses compete in the Henley-on-the-
to Northeastern's stronger sprint. would!!'t "set the tone for the sea- · Potomac the weekend of April 2l-
------------ ------------ 22nd. 
Dartmouth beats 
UNH crew by two 
By Ellen Harris 
The Oy'ster River came alive 
on Saturday morning when the 
UNH men's crew teams hosted 
their first race of the season. A 
rowdy crowd of fans huddled on 
the banks and watched as the UNH 
men's varsity eight · lost by two 
seconds to state rival Dartmouth. 
The race was a battle to the 
end, with UNH leading until the 
halfway point in the 1750 meter 
sprint. Dartmoµth pulled it out in 
the end, winning with a time of 
5:10; UNH followed with a 5:12 
finish. 
"We went in ready to kill 
them, and we started the race that · 
way," said senior Dave Rowse, 
stroke of the varsity eight. "At 
1000 meters, we started to lose it," 
he said. 
Jim Jefferson, who rows in 
the varsity 3-seat, said that the 
crew had a good start, but rowed 
the race at too high a esadence and 
· burned out. UNH began the race 
at a cadence of over 40 strokes per 
mi,nute and maintained a stroke 
rate of 37 · for the entire race. 
"We've been practicing at 35 
(strokes per minute), and at 37 we 
were a littl~ rushed," said Rowse. 
Jefferson added that" At 1000 
meters, we burned out with .no-
where to go. If we had brought it 
(the cadence) down, we would 
have been able to save our energy 
for the finish." 
Head coach Chris Allsopp 
· agreed that the crew rowed at too 
high a cadence to maintain their 
attack throughout the race. He 
· said, however, that their ability to 
row the entire race at 37 strokes a 
minute was a tribute Jo their en-
thusiasm for racing. 
''Their attack was furious off 
the line," said Allsopp. "If they . 
had been as smart as they were -
furious, they would have done 
better." 
''They showed some saavy at 
the point where ~artmouth started 
to move," said Allsopp. 
"Dartmouth's margin over UNH 
would have been greater had the 
guys been less brave," he said. 
The JV crew also pulled a 
respedable second place, losing 
to Dartmouth by nine seconds. The 
men were pleased with their per-
formance, especially because three 
members of their crew were 
brought up from the novice team 
and had never raced before. 
Chris Guida, who rowed 7~ 
seat in the JV, said that the crew got 
off the line fast and rowed a strong 
first half, but lost concentration at 
the 1000 meter mark. 
~'We've got a young crew ... 
and we're gaining speed every 
&!Jr, ~ . The New Hampshire 
~:'.'.~ii; IP· fl! lfll ··r ::~iii;; _ Stop· by room 151 
in the MUB to apply for 
Sports EditQr for Fall 
1990. The deadline is April 
0 0 .. , - 15th... -
day," said Guida. '1'mnotdiscouraged bytheir 
Sophomore John Townsend performance," said novice coach 
was brought up from the novice Sean O'Connell. ''They put in a 
to row in the· JV 3-seat. "I have solid performance. Dartmouth is 
never ever been more tired in my oneofourtoughestcompetitors." 
life," he said. He added that he The men head to Boston for a 
wa~ happy with their first race race against Tufts and Wesleyc:µi 
and said that it provided incen- next Saturday. They are in Phila-
tive for the approaching season: . . · _qelphia_ OJ\ the 21st to battle 
The men's novice team raced Temple, then return to their home 
an eight and a four and lost both waters on the 29th for a contest 
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Brickley nets five to 
lead lax over ·JMU 
Lady 'Cats stand at 4-1 after 
tough weekend competition 
By Julie Leonhardt. 
1~~:~~ci:::::~ ::::::::::::::::~1 ~~~~~ -
1!¥,~;i~Ji~~~ ~:w:ec=~~st to 
nationally ranked Harvard last 
Saturday, but came back strong 
the next day to defeat James 
Madison University. 
Harvard, second in the na-
tional polls, started the game hot, 
· posting two goals in the first ten 
minutes and ending the half with 
a total of five points, as opposed to-
New Hampshire's two. 
· "Knowing that they were #2 
in the nation put a lot of panic in 
our play at first," said UNH junior -
Cheryl Bergeron. "But in the sec-
ond half we realized we can play 
with them." 
Hill, junior Kierstin Coppola and 
freshman stand out Laura Clark. 
"If we had had another five 
minutes I think we would have 
really shownHarvard something," 
s·aid sophomore Alita Haytayan. 
."It's too bad we dug ourselves 
such a big hole," added Paige 
Christie. 
Hanging tough and hustling 
in the net, was sophoqmre Christa 
Hanson, who ended with 13 saves. 
"She's been playing so well this 
season," commented Bergeron. 
· On Sunday, against James 
Madison, the Wildcats picked up 
right where they left off on Satur-
day. By the end of the first half 
UNH had a 7-0 shut out on their 
hands, thanks to a relaxed, poised 
offense, and an outstanding defen-
sive effort. 
strong in the beginning of the sec-
ond half, scoring 2 goals in under 
3 minutes, and added 2 more to-
wards the end of the game, but the 
Wildcats remained calm and con-
tinued to play with poise. . As 
Bergeron put it, "We gaveJMU a 
demonstration on how to play 
New England lacrosse.0 
Brickley ended the game with 
an amazing S goals, bringing her 
weekend total to 8. Haytayan also 
posted 3, and Hill and Coppola 
each added 1. Dishing out assists 
were Haytayan, Hil}, and junior 
Diane Mcloughlin. 
Led by junior Liz Brickley' s 3 
goals and 1 assist, UNH outscored 
Harvard during the second half 
and seemed to be on fire, when the 
final whistle blew. Also scoring 
for UNH was tri-captain Anna 
"We were strong, patient, and 
executed our plays much better," 
commented assistant coach Karen 
Geromini. 
JMU, however, came out 
Hanson again rallied another 
strong performance in net with a 
first half shut out, and freshman 
Lori Danieli was also impressive 
between the posts nailing down 
the win. Solidifying the defense 
in the back field were Christie, 
and senior tri-captain Courtney 
Peck. 
UNH now posts a record of 
4-1. . 
~fter a tough loss to nationally ranked Harvard, the women's 
lacrosse team soundly defeated James Madison at Boston College. 
~.-_.;:~' The New Hampshire 
is now accepting 
applications for 
Sports Editor for 
1990-1991. 
Apply in Rm 151 of 
the MUB. Today! 
Retraction: 
In the Friday, April 6 issue The 
New Hampshire, UNH men's track 
coach Jim Boulanger was mis-
quoted in the men's track article 
headline. Boulanger never said 
the quote. The New Hampshire 
apologizes for any inconvenience 
it may have caused. 
Yeah Blue! 
41£ 
By Kim Armstrong 
Dartmouth is known as a 
power housein men's track. They 
are the New England champions 
and wanted to make that fact clear 
in Saturday's meet on their home 
turf. 
.. But UNH made their mark 
too, letting the Hanover crowd 
know that they weren't going to 
be beaten easily. Although Dart-
mouth pulled away with 119 
points to take the win, the battle 
for second was a tough one, where 
UNH pulled away from UMass in 
the final relay to make it 45-39. 
Mike McGrath also made a 
new school record in the javelin 
with a throw of 200 feet one and 
one half inches and was 15 feet 
better than his personal throw. The 
throw qualifies him all the way 
through to the IC4A Champion-' 
ships in May. 
"He was throwing in the cold 
and into a head wind," said co-
captain Randy Hall. "He's an 
amazing person. He's going to be 
a force. He's one of the top in New 
England." 
The final decision of the 
(photo, Don Carlson) · 
UMass was close behind with 39. 
The event would award first place 
with five points, three to second 
place, and nothing to third. If 
UMass took second, there would 
be a tie between · the two state 
universities. But the 'Cat's stepped 
over the line first. 
"We were happy with the 
split," said head coach Jim Bou-
langer. "We were runner-up to 
them (Dartmouth) last year, and 
we had a good battle with UMass." 
Hall took first in the steeple 
chase with a time of 9:35. 
"It was the first time since 
sophomore year when he almost 
killed himself," said Boulanger. 
Hall had hit a barrier in the event 
and confidence and nerves were 
on edge for this one. Obviously 
his confidence is back. 
"It wasn't too competitive a 
race," said Hall. "Who wants to 
run the steeple chase when it's 
freezing cold?" 
Jeff Sallad~ also had an excel-
lent start to .his season with his 
debute in the steeple chase. He 
took third with a time of 9:48.30 
meet' s standings would come in and Hall said he stayed r1ght with 
the mile relay. Prior to the event him the whole way. 
UNH stood with 42 points and · Barney Borromeo was also 
back in action, coming off an ankle 
injury. He took second in the 100-
meter and third in the 200-meter 
but, accordfog to the coach, wasn't 
pleased. 
"He is never happy with sec-
ond place," said Boulanger. "He 
likes to win." 
The meet opened with a photo 
finish in the 400-meter relay where 
UNH took second with a time of 
43 :62. There w'as a little disappoint-
ment, said Boulanger . "We 
thought we had them." 
Doug Bartlett took second in 
the 100-meter hurdles with a time 
of 16.70 and Dan O'Shaughnessy 
took sixth in the 400-meter, which 
the Boulanger was pleased about. 
"It's kind of a nice rivalry," 
said the coach, who was pleased 
with his team's performance. ''You 
get kicked in the teeth a little. They 
(Dartmouth) recruited every-
where in the country." The Big 
Green even had a recruited from 
Scotland . Boulanger believes the 
diverse roster is what helps Dart-
mouth become such a power 
house, although "we can' t let 
Dartmouth intimidate us," he said. 
"It w as a solid performance and I 
think we can get better as the year 
